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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
(" 
) .... 
JOHN M. MCVICARS AND JULIE ) 
MCVICARS, husband and wife, ) Case No. CV 07 - 01460 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) FOURTH AFFIDAVIT OF JULIE 
) McVICARS 
vs. ) 
) 
BRET B. CHRISTENSEN AND EOOIEKA B. ) 
CHRISTENSEN, husband and wife, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
-----------------------------) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Latah ) 
Julie McVicars, upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am over eighteen (18) years of age and make this affidavit upon my personal 
knowledge. 
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2. My husband, John M. McVicars and I (sometimes "we," "us," and "our") are 
Plaintiffs in the within action. 
3. I have from time to time observed the activity at and around the Christensen's fabric 
buiiding since the filing of the Court's Finai Judgment on February 28, 2011, have maintained a 
journal of some of these observations and have taken photographs of some of these observations, 
some of which are attached as exhibits to my affidavit and upon which I have written the date 
when the particular photograph was taken. Unless otherwise noted in my affidavit, all conduct 
that is described has occurred between March 1, 2011 and the date of my affidavit. 
4. As of A-qgust 3, 2011, the Christensens have not removed the fabric building from its 
original location on their property as was established by testimony at trial. 
5. Mr. Christensen's horse operation continues to remain centralized on property that 
lies to the west of our property. Another hay feeding ring was added to that area shortly after the 
injunction was issued and horses now are kept in the pen to the west of our property. 
Photographs depicting of this area between March 1, 2011 and the present are attached as 
Exhibits 1-3,20,21. Additionally, a new feeder was added to the west of our property that feeds 
between two and eTeven horses. A photograph depicting of this feeder area is attached as Exhibit 
4. As a result, manure and urine continue to accumulate in these areas and dust constantly blows 
onto our property due to the lack of vegetation. Photographs depicting of the dust are attached as 
Exhibits 20, 21, 23, 24. When there is a breeze, the foul odor on our patio is noticeable, more so 
during warm weather, and the flies are a persistent problem. Flies gather on bushes in our back 
yard and cover out patio, patio furniture, arms, legs, and food. Fly droppings coat our white 
pergola columns and patio furniture. Photographs depicting this offensive and unsanitary fly 
situation are attached as Exhibits 5-11. On two separate occasions, May 18, 2011 and June 3, 
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2011, I noted at least one hundred large, black flies within our property. On July 15, 2011 and 
July 27,2011, we saw that in addition to the black flies, there were small brown flies with 
triangle shaped wings. See my journal, Exhibit 14, which lists these events and dates as well as 
journal entries on May 17, May 25, May 29, June 1, June 22, Jwie 27, and July 10. Prior to the 
construction ofthe fabric building and its attendant uses, horses grazed on green pasture grass 
and there was no major presence of odor, dust or flies. See Exhibit 12, a 2004 aerial photo 
showing the general, pasture-like condition of the area prior to Christensens' construction and 
use of the fabric building. 
6. Mr. Christensen stores his farm implements directly behind our pool and parks his 
pick-up truck, horse trailers and semi-truck used for his horse operation on a mound behind our 
home and west of our bedroom window. A photograph depicting this storage is attached as 
Exhibit 13. When hitching up his horse trailers to the semi-truck, he leaves the truck idling, often 
for over ten minutes, allowing diesel fumes and noise to drift towards our home and into our 
bedroom. There have been several times where I have had to get up and close the window 
because of the fumes and noise. 
7. After February 28,2011, there were numerous instances of vehicles which based on 
my knowledge of vehicles that Christensens have customarily used, are not personally owned by 
the Christensens, being driven by people on Christensens' property that lies to the west of ours. 
There was then a period of compliance and we saw no violations. Now, vehicles not owned by 
the Christens ens, based again on my information and belief, are regularly being driven behind 
our home. Photographs depicting this activity are attached as Exhibits 15-19 and my journal 
notes others. The most recent occurrence took place on July 30, 2011. 
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8. This summer during hay "season," large I8-wheel semi-trucks carrying hay have 
parked northerly of our north property line on Christensens' property. After the driver parks, he 
then unhooks his cab and leaves a flatbed full of hay which Mr. Christensen unloads one bale at 
a time with his tractor or in sma1110ads with semi-truck and hay trailer. The effect is a staggering 
number of vehicular trips back and forth behind our home. Mr. Christensen also purchases hay 
which he transports in his semi-truck and commercial trailer directly into the fabric building 
where he unloads the hay with his tractor. Typically, we have to endure tractor noise the entire 
evening and past 9:30 p.m. 
9. Most recently, we have observed a previously unseen white semi-cab on the 
Christensens' property which drives hay into the arena. The process begins when a dark colored 
semi-truck brings in a loaded trailer of hay and parks on the north property line. Mr. Christensen 
then hooks the white semi-cab onto the trailer and transports the hay into the fabric building. The 
trailer itself, in my opinion, does not appear to be owned by the Christensens. During a recent 
barbecue on our patio, both trucks were left idling for forty-five minutes and noise from the 
trucks went on for hours. Photographs depicting of this transportation process are attached as 
Exhibits 22, 25-27. 
10. Customers purchasing hay now park their pick-up trucks and/or hay trailers near our 
north property line. They then use Mr. Christensen's tractor to get the hay from the fabric 
building and then to load their trucks and/or trailers. Oftentimes, customers make one trip per 
bale. Thus, if there are twenty bales, there will be twenty round-trips. When Mr. Christensen is 
home, he loads hay for customers, making multiple trips past our home and sixty feet away from 
our patio. The effect of these back and forth trips for hay to the fabric building, where the bales 
are stored, is constant noise and dust from tractors and trucks during the evenings and weekends 
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of the summer months. The noise is further amplified by the shape and construction of the 
building which makes it more easily heard from our patio and inside our home. It is a daily 
disturbance. My journal further details this daily activity. See Exhibit 14. 
11. Music originating from the fabric building continues to play despite the Court's 
judgment. The radio plays continually approximately four days a week. On May 19 music was 
left on until 5:00 a.m. the next day. My journal details the constant annoyance from music being 
played. See Exhibit 14. 
12. We called the deputy sheriff on April 5, 2011 because of the loud music and hoping 
for help with enforcement. The county, however, stated that it does not intend to enforce any of 
the activity prohibited by the Court. We were told the deputy could only take a report and could 
do nothing without an order from the judge. \Ve were also advised to take photographs and talk 
to our attorney. 
13. Light from the fabric building continues to be an anoyance. When the Christens ens 
were out of town, someone used the fabric building after we had gone to bed for the evening. 
When the lights were turned on, they woke us up. As detailed in my journal, March 8, March 13, 
March 15, March 18, March 19, March 26, March 27 and May 3, were some of the days lights 
were left on in the fabric building during the evening. See Exhibit 14. 
14. The fabric building also contains a loud fan which can be heard from our patio when 
turned on. On June 22, July 6, and July 12 in particular, the fan was left on for hours and noise 
made it impossible to sit outside on our patio which forced us to retreat indoors. See Exhibit 14. 
15. Mr. Christensen regularly drives his semi-truck, white flatbed truck, tractor with soil 
conditioning rake, water tank, horse trailers, manure trailer, 4-wheeler, and 6-wheeler in the area 
behind our home and into the fabric building. In addition, those who stable their horses and use 
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the fabric building to ride also drive some of Mr. Christensen's vehicles behind our home. In one 
case, a horse trainer used the fabric building for several months, and banged doors while 
unloading and loading horses and used the radio in the building. This constant activity behind 
our home by Christensens, their renters and trainers eliminates any privacy we have in our 
backyard or on our patio, especially during the evenings and weekends, times when we would 
most like to enjoy our yard. 
16. I was raised on a farm. My family harvested crops, grew hay, and raised cattle and 
horses. The barn and feeders were placed a quarter of a mile from the home. Based on my other 
visits to farms throughout the years, I have never seen a farmer place his feeders so close to his 
or anyone else's home or place his barn twenty feet from his or anyone else's backyard. 
17. The Court's Final Judgment has not eliminated the nuisance to our reasonable 
enjoyment of our lives and property. It is my observation that the only injunction the 
Christens ens have made any discernable attempt to honor is not to allow vehicles they do not 
own from being driven west of our property (and even that injunction has been and continues to 
be violated) but, because the Christensens continue to use the fabric building in its original 
location for all of the personal and commercial activities and because the Christensens' means of 
getting around the injunction results in more traffic, fumes, dust and noise than before, the 
present situation is worse than ever in terms of the adverse affect on our ability to enjoy our 
home. 
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Dated this~ay of August, 2011. 
Oukmc)~ 
Julie/Me Vi ears 
f 
,2011. 
NOT Y PUBLIC for the State ofIdaho 
My ommission expires: 1~ I:;. ZO ( c{ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
i/lJ-.-. 
I hereby certifY that on thi~day of August ,2011, I caused a true and correct copy of this 
document to be served on the following individual in the manner indicated below: 
CHARLES A. BROWN, ESQ. 
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324 MAIN STREET 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
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[ ] Federal Express Standard Overnight Mail 
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[ ] Hand Delivery 
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Journal of Activity- A..fter court 
3/8/10 Gudgment filed 2/28/11) 
Month of feb and first part of March, Horse trainer uses arena daily, still has radio on 
arrpox 4 days a week. . Lights are still on in the evenings 
3/11/11 Confined animal feeding still located behind our home. Mr. Christensen loaded 
the manure trailer and hauled several loads of manure from behind our horne during the 
spring cleaning. Two to four horses confined and fed in pen behind our back yard. (see 
photo) manure and ammonia smell from confined feeding for 4 years in one place carries 
to our home with the slightest of breeze . Grazing horses on green grass does not cause 
excessive odor. 
3111/11 Mr. Christensen added ANOTHER HAY FEEDING RING in the area west of 
our back yard. (see photo) There is approx. 112 acre containing no vegetation 
surrounding the hay feeding ring causing dust. (see photo) If this area is reseeded into 
grass, dust would not be a problem. Mr. Christensen feeds 3 to 12 horses in this hay 
feeding ring. 
3112111 Had relatives over for my daughters birthday. Tractor noise very audible inside 
our home. 
3/13/11 Tractor noise during dinner, a blue pickup with horse trailer drove up to arena to 
unload horses. Lights were on in the evening from dusk to approx. 7:30 p.m. Vehicle 
noise evident inside our home. (photo of blue p.u. and horse trailer) 
3115/11 Gone most of the day, in the evening arena lights were on illuminating our home 
from dusk to 8:30 p.rn. 
3/16111early afternoon heard traffic noise, a blue pickup and horse trailer drove to arena. 
A man in a straw cowboy hat unl~ horses from horse trailer and used arena. (photo) 
Tractor noise during dinner. 
3117111 Trimming bushes around pool, noted manure smell when breeze was blowing. 
Starting to get warm. Horses feeding for 5 years in same pen. Horses feeding will need 
to be moved downwind of our pool and patio and backyard. The horse trainer drove 
behind our home and unloaded horses again. Orange tractor going back and forth in and 
out of arena during dinner, tractor noise inside our house. Horses nickering, metal gate 
clanging, horse hoofs thumping. No peace and quiet any more. 
3118111 Nice day, around 60 degrees. Took a book to patio. Blue truck & horse trailer 
pulled up and unloaded horses. Four wheeler drove back and forth. Lights on until 
around 7:30 p.rn. 
3/19111 Saturday morning an old loud red pickup sounds like it didn't have a muffler 
drove into area behind our home to hook up a horse trailer. Vehicle was left idling 
approx. 15 minutes while hose trailer was hooked up. (photo) Noted several pickups 
hooking up horse trailers today and then bringing them back later in the day. Rainy wet 
Vehicle noise in arena at 8:30 p.m., arena lights on until after 8:30 p.rn. Also someone 
unhooking horse trailer behind our home got stuck in the mud and was revving their 
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motor to try to get unstuck for over 112 hour, then another pickup carne, much activity 
near our bedroom window after we had gone to bed. Didn't see anyone from the 
Christensen family all day Saturday. 
Gone till 3/24111 
3/25111 Sitting on patio. Traffic noise, blue p.ll. and horse trailer unloaded horses 
behind our home, Mr. Christensen hooked up is trailer and loaded with hay. Mr. 
Christensen unhooked his hay trailer, his children were riding 4 wheeler back and forth. 
Mr. Christensen was aware that the blue p.u. and horse trailer were parked behind our 
home as he drove past it to enter the arena. Mr Christensen has all his farm implements 
stored directly behind our pool, he also has his pickup, semi truck and hay trailer parked 
on the mound directly behind our pool. There is concentrated activity of hooking and 
unhooking farm implements, hooking and unhooking hay trailer. Vehicles are left idling 
while hooking these implements up. Exhaust and noise is clearly evident from our patio 
area. Patio very noisy from vehicle noise for approx. 112 hour. Then in p.m. several trips 
back and forth, tractor noise. Also Atlas delivered a load of gravel today. At 4:20 
p.m.noticed a light gray pickup with hay in its bed driving out of the arena. Contacted 
deputy Rodriquiez about how we enforce the Final Judgment, as Mr. Christensen is not 
following the orders. He stated to take photos and talk to our attorney, as he needs an 
order from the judge before he could do anything all he could do now is take a report and 
send it to prosecutor and that has been done multiple times in the past with no success .. 
Will talk to Ron as traffic is progressively getting greater and horse feeding is being 
expanded, also weather getting warm and people who have their horse trailers on the 
fence line drive their vehicles behind our horne to hook and then unhook horse trailers. 
3/26111 Saturday, horse trainer in blue pu & horse trailer unloaded horses again by arena. 
Then a dark grey p.u. and horse trailer drove by arena and unloaded horses. Also Mr. 
Christensen is using his white p.u. to move other peoples horse trailers in pasture behind 
us. Approx 6 horses feeding in the new hay feeding ring to the west of us. The dark 
grey pickup and horse trailer was at the arena until well after 8:00 p.m. with all the lights 
in the arena illuminating our home. We were in bed when the pu left and noise was 
audible inside our bedroom. 
3/27111 Gone most ofthe day, in evening during dinner tractor noise for over 112 hour 
while someone used the soil conditioning rake, disturbing during dinner. Arena lights 
were on 811 evening, went to bed around 8:30 p.m. arena lights illuminating our bedroom, 
could not sleep 
3/28/11 My granddaughter is on spring break. We tried to visit on the patio, someone in 
arena playing music, very annoying. l\1anure smell very evident from patio & yard. 
Manure as last cleaned 3/11/11. Weather getting warm, not cleaned for 17 days and 
already smell is evident on our patio. 
3/29/11 Horse trainer in arena, using soil conditioning rake, very loud, impossible to 
enjoy patio. After tractor stopped running, radio was turned on. Traffic noise at night. 
The Christensens have been gone all week for spring break, the arena is occupied by 
others every day. 
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3/30/11 Early p.m. heard traffic noise, noted white 4 door p.u. and horse trailer unload 
horses by arena behind our home (not Christensen's) Several people used the arena all 
afternoon from approx. 1:00 p.m. to after 5:00 p.m, The white p.u. and horse trailer, 
another women with orange vest and another person who drives a grey p.u. Tractor and 
vehicle noise noted inside home. Manure smell evident in our front yard and patio. 
3/31111 Noted traffic noise again, horse trailer and blue p.u. drove behind our home and 
unloaded horses. Tractor noise off and on all day and then again at dinner time. After 
dinner someone opened arena door and traffic noise again. 
411/11 Warm now around 67 degrees, sitting on patio, the horse trainer with the blue p.u. 
and horse trailer pulled up and unloaded horses, horses nickering, metal clanking, hoofs 
pounding, someone else was in arena using tractor, tractor back and forth hauling hay. 
Then someone got on the orange tractor with the soil conditioning rake and tractor noise 
for 112 hour. Manure smell is present again with warm weather. This is the beginning of 
nice weather, after waiting all winter to use my patio I was forced inside on the beautiful 
day because of tractor noise. It is so upsetting, we got an injunction and have aU the 
nuisances we had before court. Left around noon, got home at 3:30 p.m. horse trainer 
still there, horses nickering and stomping, someone was driving a tractor doing something 
with the massive manure pile to the north. IT stunk so bad on the patio. Tractor loading 
manure and then someone driving a white flat bed with extended cab and exhaust pipe 
vertical by vehicle door (not Christensens, his is parked on mound behind our home) 
drove into arena, the tractor loaded this person. Tractor noise for 2 hours. (It looked like 
the horse trainer with the cap that was loading the hay customer. Impossible to enjoy 
patio. 4/2/11 Had company over, bbq chicken outside. Patio smelled bad. (Sunday) 
Lights on for a short time in evening, otherwise arena was quiet today. 
4/4111 horse trainer that drives the grey subaru in arena along with others. Tractor noise 
for approx. 2 hours starting a little after 5:00 p.m., tractor in arena, tractor outside arena 
going back and forth. John said he feels like he comes home to an "industrial zone" 
when he would like peace and quiet. 
4/5111 around noon heard traffic noise,noted horse trainer with blue p.u. unloading 
horses. He used arena to around 4:00 p.m. and loaded horses again,horses nickering and 
kicking and stomping in trailer. Then around 5:00 a person drive an older pickup drove 
behind us to hook up her light blue horse trailer and moved it out. She later returned it, 
more traffic noise. Radio playing inside arena, evident on patio, back yard, front yard 
and by shop area, called deputy to come out and make a report. Deputy came out around 
6:00 p.m. We gave him a copy of the final judgment and also informed him of traffic 
infractions and gave him photos. He went down to the Christensen home and told them 
to tum music off Case # 11 N-1808 
4/6111 Gone most of the day, in eveing several people using arean, tractor noise during 
dinner. Tractor driving fast, already starting to see dust. 
417111 3 :00 p.m. on patio watering bushes, blue p.u. and horse trailer drove behind arena 
and unloaded horses. Manure smell evident on patio. There are 2 to 3 horses penned 
behind our home, 10 horses feeding from new hay feeding ring. I am not sure if odor is 
corning from these areas or the massive manure pile to the north. 
4/8111 Planting flowers on patio, vehicle noise, blue p.u. & horse trailer drove behind 
our home & unloaded horses, tractor noise, then a hay customer (old white p.u. with 
racks drove into arena and was loaded with loose hay, then drove out. Mr. Christensen is 
.3 
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in arena today, observed him leading a horse out of arena around 2:00 p.m. Called 
deputy as the horse trainer has been driving behind and unloading horses 4 to 5 days a 
week since the final judgment 2/28/1 L It is now April and still going on, hay customers 
again, starting to get dusty, manure smell evident on patio. Case # ll-n1858, Deputy 
Keven Messelt came out, noted the horse trainers blue p.u. and horse trailer, he also noted 
approx. 7 horse trailers parked on the west property line that do not belong to Mr. 
CPllristense~ also he noted the manure in the horse pen behind us and the massive 
manure pile to the north. Took photos of hay customer and p.u. 
417 /11 Mr. Christensen appealed decision, stay for 14 days or until 4121111 wont record 
activity until 4121111 
4/21111 Around noon the blue p.ll. and horse trailer pulled up behind our home and 
unloaded horses. Also noted manure smell when doing yard work Mr. Christensen has 
his manure trailer full on manure, parked in direct lateral distance to our pool and back 
yard. 
4/22111 Friends from NewZealand visiting. A heavier set man driving a white 4 door p.u. 
and pulling a trailer pulled into arena and loaded with hay. Mr. Christensen's white semi 
truck also pulling a trailer was loaded with hay, then the blue p.u. pulling a horse trailer 
unloaded horses. Traffic noise & tractor noise disturbed visiting with friends on patio. 
(photo of white 4 door pickup and blue pickup and horse trailer) 
4/23 to 4/27111 J\1anure smell on patio. Went in back to see where odor was coming 
from. The pen which has 3 horses in it had manure around the edges of the pen, but not a 
great deal inside the pen. The breeze blows the odor from this pen directly to our patio. 
Also the man driving the blue p.u. and horse trailer continues to drive behind our home 
and unload horses almost daily. 
4/28/11 planted flowers today. Noted horse manure smell on patio and yard. 3 horses 
penned behind our home and 6 horses feeding on hay feeding ring west of our yard. 
Black pu with horse trailer drove behind our home and unloaded horses. The man was in 
arena from around noon to 6:00 p.m. Another man driving an old white pickup hooked 
up the old blue horse trailer on area west of our home. Tractor noise off and on all day, 
man in arena using soil conditioning rake, orange tractor noise during dinner. 
Gone Saturday 
Sunday May 1 st, doing yard work, 3 horses in pen and 7 other horses fed in hay feeding 
ring, total of 10 horses fed behind our home. Horse manure smell evident while doing 
yard work A blue p.u. drove into arena and loaded hay in the bed and drove out, then a 
sman grey car drove up to arena. Then grey p.u. and horse trailer drove up to arena and 
unloaded horses. Tractor noise, for 112 hour during dinner hour. 
5/2111 Around 11:30 a.m. heard traffic noise, noted black pu and horse trailer park behind 
our home by arena & unloaded horses. Approx. 10 horses being fed in both areas behind 
us manure smell evident. Tractor noise for about an hour during dinner 
5/3111 vehicle noise in a.m., noted black pu pulling trailer full of hay out of arena. 
Around noon the black p.u. and horse trailer drove behind our home and unloaded horses. 
Tractor noise in the evening, lights turned off around 8:45 p.m. 
5/4/11 black pu and horse trailer drove behind our home and unloaded horse, tractor 
noise in arena for 112 hour while working outside. 
'-I 
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5/5/11 black pu & horse trailer again, then a silver p.u. pulling a horse trailer returned 
horse trailer to storage spot behind our home. The vehicle noise in evening during dinner. 
5/6111 Black pu and horse trailer drove behind our home again and unloaded horses, four 
wheeler noise, 
gone 
5/9/11 got home from work, black pu and horse trailer was parked behind our home and 
horse trainer was using the arena. Also the woman \vho drive the red subam was using 
the arena. Three horses in pen behind our home and 5 horses being fed on new hay ring 
west of our back yard. Weather getting warm, definite manure smell in our back yard. 
511 0/11 Spraying weeds today, extremely strong manure smelL Horse trainer drove 
behind our home and unloaded. Vehicle noise, horses stomping in trailer, nickering, 
metal doors noisy. 
Gone 3 days 
5114/11 on way home in p.m. noted white 4 door pu leaving arena with large bale in its 
bed. 
5115111 noted two young people with two tone brownish p.u. drive behind our home. 
5/16111 tractor noise loud inside house, ALL DAY!!!!! II! 1!!!1 1 I!! \1 !!!!!1 I!!. Very 
disturbing listening to the noise aU day 
5117111 the public's horse trailers and campers moved from behind our home. Planting 
flowers, manure smell strong from the pen behind our home, manure accumulating with 
rain water, weather getting warm, smell!! Also noticed flies around our home already. 
Tractor noise and 6 wheeler noise. 
5/18111 working in yard today, noted approx. 100 big black flies around patio, furniture, 
bushes, etc. Noted manure smell in back yard when spraying weeds. Three horses in pen 
behind us manure accumulating and water mixed with manure in pen. Smell. Horse 
trainer using arena, tractor noise for a long time when on patio. In evening several 
people who stable their horses used arena. The horse trainer is parking down below now. 
5119/11 Music left on ALL NIGHT in arena, noted music playing at 5 :00 a.m. next 
morning when we went out to get the paper!!!!!!!!! I!!!!! !l!!! Ill!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!! 
gone 3 days 
5/23/11 noted people who stable their horses using arena in p.m. 
5/24111 around 11 :00 horse trainer in arena using tractor, extremely loud on patio and 
yard area, very annoying for a long period of time. Carne back inside, could easily hear 
tractor noise inside.!!!! ! ! ! ! !! ! !! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! I! ! ! ! ! !! I! ! !!! ! !! ! ! ! I! ! !! ! I! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! t ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! 
can't take it any more!!!!! I! !!!! I!!! I! 1 I!! 1 II! I! 1 11! 11 I! !]1]! 1!! I!! 1!! 1!!!!! 
5/25111 doing yard work, over 60 flies (large black flies) around bushes, on brick house, 
everywhere. Horse trainer in arena all afternoon. (he parked down below). Also in 
afternoon several other people using arena. (the woman who drives red subam, another 
person brought her pu and horse trailer, old white p.li.. noted several people using arena. 
5/26/11 Horse trainer in arena all afternoon, woman who stables her horse drives red car 
and another person who has an old blue horse trailer used arena today. Tractor noise in 
evening] ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! J ! ! ! ! ! II! ! ! 1 ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! 1 
5/27/11 Friday, afternoon, noted 2 pickups and horse trailers unloading horses, also 
person who stables their horse using arena. Could hear people talking in arena and 
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clanging of some sort. Arena is still fun of hay, and public use. Around 12:30 tried to 
enjoy patio, tractor noise very disturbin~ running soil conditioning rake for over 112 hour. 
Over 50 large black flies on patio, bushes, table, also noted horse manure smell when 
watering. 
Gone 3 days 
5/30/11 Got home, working in yard, arena occupied by several people. Stocky man, 
woman that drive red car, etc. Tractor noise 
5/31/11 8:30 a.ill. Tractor noise loud inside home, went out to wash windows, tractor 
noise annoying, loud in yard, and patio. 
6/1/11 washed windows today, many flies on chairs, bushes, etc. Tractor noise loud on 
patio and yard, later came inside had classical music on cleaning house, loud tractor noise 
could be heard above the music inside our home with doors and 'windows closed. 
6/2/11 horse trainer in arena all afternoon, tractor noise. Several people using arena in 
p.m. 
6/3111 horse trainer in arena, tractor noise, people stabling horses using arena, 
June 4th/ll Saturday morning. After a very cool wet spring, beautiful sunny day. In a.m. 
tried to enjoy my patio. Could not enjoy, tractor noise coming from arena very 
disturbing. Also over 100 flies on bushes next to patio and on patio furniture. Tractor 
noise in a.m. moving hay around. Arena occupied by several people. Someone was 
driving the 6 wheeler back and forth into arena, then Mr. Christensen hooked up his semi 
truck behind our house and left it idling. Then someone in white pickup and trailer parked 
down below (young man) and drove Mr. Christensens tractor back and forth loading his 
trailer with hay. (Several trips back and forthll!l!!! I!!!!! l! I!! I! 1) Then Mr. Christensen 
brought his semi truck to hook up his horse trailer and left truck idling for over 15 
minutes while hooking up trailer. All of this while having dinner on patio. Could hear 
people talking in arena, then Mr. Christensen brought his semi truck & trailer and 
unhooked it next to arena. Exhaust and noise very disturbing. Over 15 vehicle trips 
behind our home today. (all Mr. Christensen's vehciles) 
6/6111 Around 5:30 when I got home from work the horse trainer was leading horses out 
of arena. Tractor noise going back and forth during dinner hour, disturbing in patio and 
in house. Green tractor being driven at a high speed, very noisy 
6/9111 on patio with husband in evening, blonde lady driving 6 wheeler loaded hay and 
drove back out of arena, Mr. Christensen's flat bed p.u. pulling trailer drove behind our 
home. Traffic noise, exhaust disturbing on patio. Several people and horses in areana, 
voices and nickering. 
6110/11 in patio in evening Mr. Christensen's semi truck drove behind our home, noisy, 
exhausted, horse trainer in arena all day, horses nickering. 
GONE 
6/13/11 Tractor noise off and on ALL day, dust clouds corning out of arena floating 
towards our home, had to close 'windows. Tractor back and forth taking hay out of red 
shed and putting it in arena, dust on road already, exhaust smell. Tractor noise well into 
the evening during dinner, could be heard inside our home, made patio impossible to use. 
Gone 3 days 
6/17111 got home in afternoon, Mr. Christensen's tractor going back and forth loading a 
customer that had dark colored pu and trailer parked down below, his tractor went back 
C, 
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and forth several times while loading hay, approx. 10 bales, 10 trips, ridiculous.!!!! ! ! ! ! ! 
Very loud on patio, also starting to get dusty.! !! ! [ !! !! t!! !!! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! !l ! !! ! ! ! ! ! smell and flies. 
6/22/11 Flies everywhere, massive numbers on bushes, on patio, etc. Manure smell on 
patio. Four horses fed in feeders behind our home. My sisters came over in evening. 
Tried to visit on patio, several people lead horses into arena, could hear them talking, 
then tractor noise, then loud exhaust fan (sounds like a jet) was turned on the whole time 
we were on patio. Flies would land on our glasses and food and table, etc. Also noted 
many flies in our back yard on bushes adjacent to the new horse feeder Mr. Christensen 
added. 
gone over weekend 
Monday 6/27111 got home from work around 6:00 p.m. noted tractor noise inside our 
home and very loud on our patio, tractor noise off and on until approx. 8:00 p.ffi. noted 
someone driving the green tractor pulling the water tank into arena, then someone was 
walking on foot behind tank, several people, (not christensens using arena leading horses 
past our property and back yard. Flies everywhere. 
6/28111 Got home around noon, went out on patio. Someone in arena using water tank or 
soil conditioning rake. Tractor noise very disturbing on patio and yard. 
Gone 6 days 
7/5111 in evening on patio with John, manure smell, flies, 4 wheeler noise. 
7/6111 my daughter and grandchildren came to swim. Arena occupied, loud fan running 
inside arena for over 4 hours, manure smell & flies. 
717111 vehicle hauling hay all day, loud vehicle noise and exhaust. In evening on patio 
with my husband, someone went back and forth ¥.~th the tractor over 4 trips loading a hay 
customer parked below, noise, exhaust, forced inside. Very unpleasant. 
7/9/11 4 wheeler behind our home in a.IIL In pm around 6:00 p.m. tractor noise, 
observed Mr. Christensen selling hay to a customer in pu by his house, tractor drives by 
our yard back and forth. 
711 0111 Sunday, had our children and grandchildren over to swim and bbq, my son 
noticed manure smell, some flies. Around 9:00 p.m. after we were in bed with bedroom 
window open Mr. Christensen drove his semi to mound behind our home, left his semi 
idling while hooking up his trailer (approx. 10 to 15 minutes) exhaust drifted into our 
bedroom window. Noise was disturbing. 
7111111 On patio in p.m. around 5:45. Manure smell evident. Someone driving Mr. 
Christensen's 6 wheeler drove into arena, dust, exhaust and loaded it with hay. Then a 
heavy set girl riding a horse came out of arena next to our back yard. 
7112111 in a.m. doing yard work, traffic noise, exhaust from 6 wheeler getting hay. 
Around 6:00 in p.m. on patio, tractor noise disturbing on patio. Also people using arena 
riding horses by our back yard fence line, no privacy. Also fan on inside arena. Tried to 
have dinner on patio, tractor noise, exhaust and fun noise made it impossible to be on 
patio. Forced inside. Tractor noise from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. tried to go out on patio 3 
different times, forced inside each time, loud tractor noise and fan. 
7113/11 Went to bed with window open, slight odor from manure. 4 vehicles drove 
behind our bedroom window disturbing our sleep. 
7114111 got home in p.IIL beautiful day, took book to patio, tractor noise. Tractor noise 
from around 3:00 p.m. to after 5:00 p.IIL Tractor was moving hay around in building and 
stacking it high in one comer. The Christensen children were driving 4 wheeler back and 
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forth. Their dog was barking inside arena. Very difficult to read a book with all of this 
going on. Then in evening after we were in bed, someone driving into arena in 4 or 6 
wheeler, noise and exhaust drifted into bedroom. 
7115/11 tried to read book on patio in am. Swarm of flies landing on my legs and arms 
and patio furniture. Finally came inside. Black flies but now also many smaller flies 
with triangle shape wings. Noticed a semi truck full of hay hay parked down below by 
the Christensen home. Four horses in pen berrind our home and another 4 horses feeding 
in new feeder placed west of our back yard. 
A semi truck that was parked down below was unloaded over the weekend using the 
tractor with many many trips past our home to load hay into the arena. The 18 wheel 
semi truck full of hay was unhooked from the cab, the semi was then unloaded by Mr. 
Christensen driving back and forth by our home with a ridiculous number of trips. The 
constant tractor noise, dust and exhaust was ridiculous. Dust is a problem again. 
Monday evening tractor noise from approx. 5:30 p.m. until after 9:30 p.m., disturbed our 
sleep, noise disturbed the patio and inside our home. 
7/19121 tractor noise for several hours today., constant tractor noise & exhaustth; e.& ~ s 
.Q£Gone 4 days 
7/25/11 Monday night tractor noise over 2 hours disturbing while inside our home, 
impossible to enjoy patio. 
7126111 Tractor noise from approx. 5:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. around 6:30 p.m. noted a dark 
blue pickup driving out of the arena which is against the judgment. 
7127111 my daughter brought her children over to swim today. Noted horse manure 
smell. Many flies, both black and the smaller brown ones with tri angle wings landed on 
our arms, legs, food, patio furniture. My while columns on my pergola are now covered 
with black dots from flies. We had just painted the columns last year. Starting around 
4:00 the tractor noise hauling hay lasted over two hours. Could not be out on patio, and 
stil110ud inside our home. 
Gone. One horse instead of the usual 4 in pen behind our home. Approx 4 being fed in 
new feeder. 
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RONALD J. LANDECK 
LANDECK & FORSETH 
Attorneys at Law 
P.O. Box 9344 
Moscow, ID 83843 
(208) 883-1505 
ISB No. 3001 
attorneys@moscow.com 
Attorneys for PlaintiffslRespondents 
FilED 
llJU POO 11 Jt1\ 9 aJl. 
M;~ . \~T,ctn:M 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JOHN M. MCV1CARS AND JULIE 
MCV1CARS, husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
BRET B. CHRISTENSEN AND EDDIEKA B. ) 
CHRISTENSEN, husband and wife, ) 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
-----------,-.----) 
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Latah ) 
John McVicars, upon oath, deposes and says: 
Case'No. CV 07 - 01460 
THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN M. 
McVICARS 
1. I am over eighteen (18) years of age and make this affidavit upon my personal 
knowledge. 
2. I am a Plaintiff in the within action. 
THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN McV1CARS -- 1 
3. It has been over five months since the injunction has been issued. Very little has 
changed, and in some ways, the situation caused by our neighbors' use of their property behind 
our home has worsened. 
4. After working all day off of Highway 12, around noisy traffic, I would like to be 
able to relax at home or on my patio in peace and quiet. Instead, I come home to what feels like 
an industrial zone. 
5. There is constant noise from Mr. Christensen's tractor, semi-truck and hay trailer 
when unloading and loading hay or conditioning the soil for the horses. The noise is often heard 
in our home past 9:30 p.m. and all of this activity takes place sixty feet from our patio. 
Furthermore, other individuals, aside from the Christensens, drive on the property using their 
own vehicles or vehicles owned by the Christensens. 
6. Our backyard smells of manure and as a result, flies are on my arms, legs and food 
when I am out on the patio. 
7. The shape of the fabric building seems to intensify conversations taking place and 
music being played within it and we can hear those conversations and that music from our patio. 
There is no escaping it unless we go inside and shut our windows. 
8. We would like the Christensens to centralize their horse and hay operation away 
from oUl' backyard. This has not been done to date. Horses are kept and fed on Christensens' 
property west of ours. Manure piles grow and foul odors are constantly smelled. The feeders 
should be moved north of our north property line and manure around the feeders should be 
cleaned. The area behind our home should be re-seeded and only used for grazing animals. Hay 
and hauling equipment should be stored north of our north property line to prevent noise and 
fumes from entering our backyard and home. 
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Dated thi~day of August, 2011. 
THIRD 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN M. McVICARS-- 3 
NOT Y PUBLIC for the State ofIdaho 
My ommission expires: 7, IS: ( 20f f 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 10th day of August, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy of 
this document to be served on the following individual in the manner indicated below: 
CHARLES A. BROWN, ESQ. 
P.O. BOX 1225 
324 MAIN STREET 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
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[ X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Federal Express Standard Overnight Mail 
[ ] FAX (208) 746-5886 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
RONALD J. LANDECK 
LANDECK & FORSETH 
Attorneys at Law 
P.O. Box 9344 
Moscow, ID 83843 
(208) 883-1505 
ISB No. 3001 
attorneys@moscow.com 
Attorneys for PlaintiffslRespondents 
FILED 
UI1 filS 11.. M 9 ()2. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JOHN M. McVICARS and mUE ) 
McVICARS, husband and wife, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
BRET B. CHRISTENSEN ml6 ) 
EDDIEKA B. CHRISTENSEN, husband ) 
and wife, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
CASE NO. CV07-01460 
NOTICE TO APPEAR ON 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR 
CONTEMPT AGAINST 
DEFENDANTS 
Plaintiffs hereby give notice to Defendants under I.R. c.P. 7 5( d)(1) and (3) to appear to 
answer charges on Plaintiffs Motion for Contempt at 11 :00 a.m. on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 in 
NOTICE TO APPEAR ON PLAINTIFFS' MOTION 
FOR CONTEMPT AGAINST DEFENDANTS -- 1 
Courtroom No. 1 of the above entitled Court located at 1230 Main Street, Lewiston, Idaho. 
DATED this 10th day of August, 2011 
LANDECK & FORSETH 
By: 
--~----------------------------
Ro 
A meys for Plaintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 10th day of August, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy of 
this document to be served on the following individual in the manner indicated below: 
CHARLES A. BROWN, ESQ. 
P.O. BOX 1225 
324 MAIN STREET 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
[ X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Federal Express Standard Overnight Mail 
[ ] FAX (208) 746-5886 
[ ] Email tocharlesabrown@cableone.net 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
NOTICE TO APPEAR ON PlAlNTIFFS' MOTION 
FOR CONTEMPT AGAINST DEFENDANTS -- 2 
08/16/2011 TUE 15:43 FAX 208 883 4593 
RONALD J, LANDECK 
LANDECK & FORSETH 
Attomeys at Law 
P.O, Box 9344 
Moscow,ID 83843 
(208) 883-1505 
ISB No. 3001 
attofneys@moscow.com 
Attomeys for Plaintiffs/Respondents 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTIUCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JOHN 1\/1. McVICARS and JULIE 
McVICARS, husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BRET B. CHRISTENSEN and 
EDDlEKA B. CHRISTENSEN, husband 
and \vife, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV 07 01460 
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE BRIEF TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STAY 
ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGIVIENT 
PENDING APPEAL 
Plaintiffs John M. McVicars and Julie McVicars (ItMcVicars"), through counsel of 
record, respond to Defendants' Motion to Stay Enforcement of Judgment Pending Appeal. 
McVicars oppose Defendants Christensens' (flChristensens") attempt to have the COUli 
countenance their contumacious behavior by allo\ving their nuisance activities to continue 
unabated. Plaintiffs have filed herewith the Fifth Afildavit of Julie McVicars and the FOUlih 
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE BRIEF TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO STAY ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT 
PENDING APPEAL -- 1 
idj003/030 
08/16/2011 TUE 15: 43 FAX 208 883 4593 
Affidavit of J01m M. McVicars in Support of their opposition to this stay request. Plaintiffs also 
incorporate herein in opposition to this stay request their previously filed Motion for Contempt 
Against Defendants and Brief and the Fourth Affidavit of Julie McVicars and Third Affidavit of 
Jo1m M. McVicars. 
BRIEF 
Clu1stensens have not abated the nuisance activities the Court's Final Judgment intended 
to eliminate, which intension was expressed in footnote 35 of this Court's Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law and Order filed February 8, 2011 (the "Order"), which states: 
2. A mandatory injunction is hereby entered requiring Defendants to 
remove the fabric building from its cun-ent location on Defendants' properiy by no 
later than August 1, 2011. 
3. To eliminate and fully abate the cumulative effect of the noise, dust, 
traffic, lights, odor and building placement issues constituting this private 
nuisance, a permanent injunction is hereby entered prohibiting Defendants: (i) 
from relocating the fab11c building or any portion of the fabric building on any 
portion of Defendants' property that lies to the west of Plaintiffs' property; Oi) 
from centralizing Defendants' horse operation on any portion of Defendants' 
property that lies to the west of Plaintiffs' property; and (iii) from driving vehicles 
that are not personally owned by Defendants and/or allowing vehicles that are not 
personally owned by Defendants to be dliven on Defendants' propeliy that lies to 
the west of Plaintiffs' property. 
Final Judgment filed February 28,2011 ("Final Judgmenttt) para. 2 - 3. 
Mr. Christensen in his Affidavit in support of this stay request, acknowledges in paragraph 17 
thereof, that the more frequent trips "to and fi'om the building accessing the hay ... causes additional 
dust, noise and activity." Mr. Clu1stensen's proposed solution, however, is not to eliminate the 
nuisance or even attempt to significantly reduce it, his proposal is to let "customers and 
suppliers ... access the interior of the building, tt or jn other words, the same status as had existed at 
the time of triaL 
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE BRIEF TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO STAY E1\TfORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT 
PENDING APPEAL -- 2 
fZj004/030 
08/15(2011 TUB 1=:,: 41j .tAX LU~ 005 "'::>:>5 
Mr. Christensen does testify that in his Affidavit that had he has centralized his horse 
operation, yet he cannot even be fOltlllight about that. His swom statement about only allowing 
"two (2) to four (4) horses at a given time" west of Plaintiffs' propeliy is contradicted graphically by 
the seven (7) horses depicted west of Plaintiffs' property in a photograph taken on August 3, 2011 
(see Exhibit 21 to the Fourth Affidavit of Julie Mc Vicars), contradicted by numerous references in 
Julie M. McVicars' joumal on 3111,3/26,417,4/28,511,5/2 and 7/27 respectively (see Exhibit 14) 
and contradicted by Julie McVicars' testimony in paragraph 5 of her Fourth Affidavit. 
Christensens have made this motion tor stay pursuant to tA.R. 13(b )(15), which rule 
addresses enforcement of a money judgment and does not apply to the circumstances of this case. 
See Motion to Stay Judgment, p .. 2. Notwithstanding, Rule 13(b) grants power and authority to the 
distJict court to rule upon celiain motions during the pendency of an appeal including Rule 13(b )(8) 
which deals with a "stay of execution or enforcement of any injunction", but the district COUlt does 
"not have authority to reconsider its earlier ruling. 1t See Hells Canyon Excursions, Inc. v. Oakes, 
111 Idaho 123, 125,721 P.2d223,225 (1986). This may mean that the pOltion of Christens ens' 
motion that requests 'I an order allowing defendants' customers and suppliers to access the interior of 
the building in question with their vehicles ... II may be beyond the Comt's authority because such an 
order would be inconsistent with a provision of the Final Judgment that forbids non-Christensen 
owned vehicles from access 10 that area. 
Cblistensens would have this Court believe that the issue now before the Court is how the 
Final Judgment can be manipu1ated so as to allow Christensens to use the building in the manner 
that best suits their interests. TIus, however, should not be the Court1s focus or goal. The goal 
should obviously be to take action consistent with the Final Judgment. Christensens could easily 
comply with centralizing their horse operation to a different portion of their prop CIty, which they 
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have not done as ordered and by prohibiting non-owned vehicles from accessing to the building, 
which they have also not done as ordered. Instead the building is still used as a hay storage and 
distribution point for the Christensens' horses, stabled horses and others, which is not recentraJizing 
their "horse operation" as ordered. The building is a major component of the Christensens' horse 
boarding and training operations. Cluistensens' propelty west of McVicars' property is also an area 
where a significant number of horses are fed and kept by Cluistensens and others. See Fourth 
Affidavit ofJulie McVicars, Exhibit 14. 
TI1e CODIt has noted the "contentious relationship" between the parties. Allowing 
Christensens to make a mockery of the Final Judgment will not improve the situation. The Court 
should exercise its discretion by denying Christensens' motion for stay and compelling removal of 
the building. Should the Court decide to allow the building to remain in its cun"ent location during 
the appeal process, the Comt should enforce the intent ofthe Final Judgment and prohibit all use of 
the building by Christensens for any and all purposes whatsoever, including storage. 'TIlis would at 
least give effect to the Court's intent to eliminate the nuisance by removing the main source of the 
nuisance, which are the uses Cluistensens make of the building. 
Respectfully submitted this 16th day of August, 2011 
LANDECK & FORSETH 
(/'-\ 
""" i rJ f "." (j 
B')' .. '.Cr-~_o.;;,'-H3'," ".T ._ ' l 
Rona14 J. Landeck 
Attol1ieys for Plaintiffs 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
) 
JOHN M. MCVICARS AND JTJLIE ) 
MCVICARS, husband and wife, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
BRET B. CHRISTENSEN AND EDDIEKA B. ) 
CHRISTENSEN, husband and wife, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
--------------------- ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Latah ) " •. "..~~ 
.. ~.~ - .' 
Julie McVicars, upon oath, deposes and says: 
Case No. CV 07 - 01460 
FIFTH AFFIDAVIT OF JULIE 
McVICARS 
1. I am over eighteen (18) years of age and make this affidavit upon my personal 
knowledge. 
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2. My husband, John M. McVicars and I (sometimes "we," "us," and "our") are 
Plaintiffs in the within action. 
3. I have read the Affidavit of Dr. Bret B. Christensen in Support of Defendants' Motion 
for Stay Pending Appeal filed in this action (the "Christensen Affidavit"). 
4. Mr. Christensen's statements in the third and fourth sentences of paragraph 6 on page 
2 of the Christensen Affidavit are incorrect. There have been 4 horses stabled behind our home 
the majOlity of the time since March 2011. See Exhibit 3 attached to my FOUlih Affidavit. 
There have been 2 to 11 horses fed in the new hay feeding ring that was placed west of our back 
yard (or a total of between 6 and 15 horses behind our home since March). The area of the new 
hay feeding ring causes a huge problem with dust. The horses keep this the consistency of flour, 
it is easily air bome and ,deposits on our property. The manure that accumulates around both 
feeders causes a severe fly problem. See Exhibits 5 11 attached to my Fourth Affidavit. 
5. Mr. Christensen's statements in paragraph 9 on page 3 of the Cluistensen Affidavit 
merely recites the County-imposed limitations regarding Defendants' hay sales while failing to 
disclose the overwhelming amount of vehicular activity generated by their use of the fablic 
building for hay sales. The arena is only 60 feet away from our patio. This means we only have 
Ol1e day a week to enjoy our patio. Also Mr. Christensen regularly receives semi trucks full of 
bay on the weekends and evenings and unloads them late into the evening, often past 9:00 p.m. 
There is no stipulation on Mr. Christensen's own vehicles. He now has 2 semi trucks, both 
white, 2 tractors, commercial hay trailer, 4 wheeler, 6 wheeler, manure trailer and several horse 
trailers. Many of these vehicles are driven constantly behind our home by others and also the 
Christensens. These vehicles are also dliven on Sunday which means we do not have any relief 
on any day of the ,veek. 
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6. It is interesting in reading Mr. Christensen's statements in paragraph 10 on page 3 of 
the Christensen Affidavit that he would be so lax in allowing hay customers and/or suppliers to 
drive behind our properly yet would be so concerned about violating the injunction when it 
come.s to something that would provide a real benefit to us. \Ve have over 17 photos of non-
owner vehicles since the final judgment and documentation of over 25 non-owner vehicles. He 
states no non-owner vehicles since May, yet see Exhibit 17 dated 6117111 to my Fourth Affidavit. 
He could have asked us for pennission or had his attorney ask our attorney for permission to 
allow the dust abatement and we wou1d have agreed. The Christensens also could have applied a 
dust retardant themse1ves. They have enough equipment. They also have a water truck which 
they use inside their arena but I have never seen them use their water truck to abate dust behind 
our property. 
Instead, we literally have to suffer through a summer with excessive dust all the time 
while he carries on business as usual. John had recently spent over a day power washing our 
dri¥6'Way, pool cover, patio, brick on our home and windows and it was recovered in half a day. 
Mr. Christensen and his children drive on the road at a fast pace causing great swe1ls of dust. 
Semi trucks, tractors, 4 wheelers and other vehicles cause dust to drift towards and be deposited 
on our propeliy. The horses around the new hay feeding ring west of our back yard cause dust to 
constantly drift towards our home. Photographs depicting the dust situation behind our property 
this week are attached as Exhibits 28 - 31. These are not the exception, and the wind generally 
blows in our direction. 
7. It is disconcerting to read Mr. Christensen's statements in paragraph 16 on page 5 
regarding his "financial burden" to relocate the building. Not only does he ignore the Court's 
mandatory injunction, he also fails to show any remorse or to grasp the concept that his actions 
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have damaged us. Our property values h3VC diminished. The enjoyment of our lives has been 
destroyed, yet all he can do is feel sorry for the f!let that the Fin.al Judgment puts a "financial 
burden" on him. He has demonstrated and continues to demonstrate thnt he will push lhe 
envelope a11d maintain this nuisance as long as he carl get away with it. RcloCfl.tion of the 
building and strict enforcement of the other injunctive requirements needs to happell now to 
rcstorcRl1Y sense of comfortable enjoyment of our lives and property. 
8. I am attaching as Exhibit 32 additional recent notes fj'om my journal. 
Dated this 1;Z-H1 day of August, 201). 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this "~1f~dny of August, 20] L 
NOTARY PUBLIC for the State of Idaho 
My commission expires: () - /7 /c) 0 I;~ 
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Continuation 
8/2111 John observed the cab Of a semi truck leaving the arena (white stub nose). Bret unloaded 
hay from the semi truck trailer inside the arena until past 9:00 p.m. Tractor noise for several 
hours. Also the wind was blowing the dry powdery dirt from the area of the new hay feeding 
ring. Clouds of dust blew towards our home for over an hour this evening. The 4 wheel, 6th 
wheeler, semi truck, tractors are driven on the road at a fast pace. There obviously has not been 
any dust abatement placed on the road. Our patio, pool cover, windows, driveway are coated 
with dust again. 
8/3111 John's 55th birthday party on patio. A large dark blue semi truck with trailer full of hay 
pulled in near our north property line. The truck driver then unhooked his blue pickup and 
hooked up the white stub nose semi truck to the commercial hay trailer. One or both of the semis 
were left idling approx 45 minutes during the switch of trucks. I had made a special dinner for 
John's birthday. The diesel fumes from the trucks on the north property line drifted up to our 
patio while we were having dinner. We then had Jo1m's parents, my son and daughter and 
grandchildren over for cake. Tractor noise inside the arena engulfed our patio, f1ies landed on 
our an1iS and legs and cake. We have reached our limit! 11! 1! 111 !Nothing has changed since the 
injunction. 
Gone several days 
811 0/11 Got home, John had power washed the dust from the patio, pool, driveway, blick and 
windows. It took him Y:< of a day to wash all dust away. The Christensen children drive fast on 
the 4 wheeler, the tractors drive back and forth, horses running kick up dust, creating large dust 
clouds that deposit on our property. Jolm called the deputy to ask him to ask Mr. Christensen to 
please control and abate the dust. The deputy said he can't do anything except write a report and 
call Mr. Chlistensen to let him know he had a complaint. Tensions are gro\ving bet\veen the 
parti~. I \vas upset, only slept 4 hours. Nothing has changed since co Uli.. I am exhausted and 
tired of all of this. 
8111/11 Tractor noise almost all day today until well after 4:30 p.m. The noise was disturbing 
inside my home. Tractor made several trips on the road. Dust floated up towards our property. 
No water tank or dust abatement measures were used. Watering f10wers on patio, flies on 
columns and patio furniture, also noted manure smell on patio today. In p.m. a lady led her horse 
by our back yard into the arena. Mr. Christensen loaded his white flat bed p.u. and commercial 
hay trailer with hay, noise, it left the arena at 7:37 p.m. (aiter the 7:00 p.m. time limit the county 
says he can sell hay). The road was dusty. The water tank was setting in the pasture, it was not 
used. Even when the traffic drives on the "wash gravel" it is very dusty. 
J 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND ,mDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
) 
JOHN M. MCVICARS AND JULIE ) 
MCVICARS, husband and wife, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
BRET R CHRlSTENSEN AND EDDIEKA B. ) 
CHRISTENSEN, husband and wife, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Latah ) 
John McVicars, upon oath, deposes and says: 
Case No. CV 07 - 01460 
FOURTH AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN M. 
McVICARS 
1. I am over eighteen (18) years of age and make this affidavit upon my personal 
knowledge. 
I am a Plaintiff in the within action. 
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J_ Mr. Chl'.istensen's statements in paragraph 15 on page 4 of bis am.davit are not 
correct. I was upset by the inexcusable amount of dust that was hlowing ooto our property on 
July 27,2011, so 1 calmly approached Mr; Chri:)lchscn who was standing on top of his hay trl1ilcr 
and said "Brel, I am asking you politely, pleusc abate your dust. Mr. Christensen said Ifl can do 
what J want. 1 have a permit from the County and you are trespassing." r then said to him, 1l1f 
you continue to ignore the judge's orders, we will be at this another J () years and it will break 
U!i.H 
4. Later lhat evening, i1 Sheriff's deputy contacted me (U1d told me that [.had 
"trespa':lsed" and must stay off the Christcnscns' property. I told him I had not threatened Mr. 
Christensen but that J would stay off bis property. 
The above statements are IDle and conect to the best of my knowledge and belief 
Dated tllls ;;-rh day of August. 2011, 
~~ 
,MCVI 'are 
SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN TO be/ore me this /.:(1\ day of August, 2011. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JOHN M. McVICARS and JULIE 
McVICARS, husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BRET B. CHRISTENSEN and 
EDDIEKA B. CHRISTENSEN, husband 
and wife, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
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) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV 07 01460 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO ENFORCE 
FINAL JUDGMENT AND BRIEF 
Plaintiffs, through counsel, move this Court under 13(b)(13) LA.R. to take any action or 
enter any order required for the enforcement against Defendants of those celiain mandatory and 
pennanent injunctions ordered by this Court in its Final Judgment filed February 28, 2011 (the 
"Final Judgment ll), as follows: 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO El\TfORCE 
FINAL JUDGMENT AND BRIEF -- 1 
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2. A mandatory injunction is hereby entered requiring Defendants to 
remove the fabric building from its current location on Defendants' propcliy by no 
later than August 1, 2011. 
3. To eliminate and fully abate the cumulative effect of the noise, dust, 
traffic, 1igbts, odor and building placement issues constituting this private 
nuisance, a pennanent il\jw1ction is hereby entered prohibiting Defendants: (i) 
from relocating the fablic building or any portion of the fabric building on any 
portion of Defendants' properiy that lies to the west of Plaintiffs' property; (ii) 
from centralizing Defendants' horse operation on any portion of Defendants' 
propeliy that lies to the west of Plaintiffs' property; and (iii) from driving vehicles 
that are not personally owned by Defendants and/or allowing vehicles that are not 
personally owned by Defendants to be dliven on Defendants' property that lies to 
the west of Plaintiffs' property. 
Final Judgment, para. 2 3. 
As grounds for this motion, Plaintiffs asseli that Defendants have not complied with the 
Final Judgment in the following particulars: Defendants (i) did not relocate the fabric building 
by August 1, 2011 and have not relocated the fabric building as of this date, Oi) have not 
centralized their horse operation as ordered by the Comi, (iii) have allowed vehicles that are not 
personally owned byDefendants to be driven on Defendants' property that lies to the west of 
IQjVLl.( U.;lV 
Plaintiffs' property and (iv) have generally continued to create and allow excessive and offensive 
noise, dust, traffic and odor arising from uses on their property which have contributed to rather 
than abated the plivate nuisance. 
Plaintiffs have set forth specific facts in supPOli ofthis Motion and Brief in 
Plaintiffs' Motion for Contempt and Brief, Fourth Affidavit and Fifth Affidavit of Julie McVicars 
and Third Affidavit and Fourth Affidavit of John M. McVicars, all previously filed herewith as 
part of and/or in support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Contempt, and incorporate said Plaintiffs' 
Motion for Contempt and Brief and affidavits herein and request the Comi to also consider the 
entire record ofth1s proceeding. 
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BRIEF 
As has been carefully detailed and expJained in the McVicars' affidavits and in Plaintiffs' 
Motion for Contempt and Brief, the private nuisance this Court intended to eliminate has become 
even more annoying, disruptive and destructive than testified to at trial. McVicars arc unable to 
reasonably enjoy their lives and home as a result of unceasing traffic, dust, noise, odor and flies 
caused by Christensens and others' use of the property west of McVicars' home. Defendants' 
failure to obey the COUlt's Final Judgment is not only an affi-ont to the Court but also an 
intentional and flagrant repudiation of the Court's authority. Defendants have ignored and 
circumvented the intent ofthe Court's Final Judgment with impunity. It is time tor their 
insidious behavior to be ended, and I.A.R. 13(b)(13) provides authority for this CODIt to do that. 
The Court has authority to compel the building be relocated as required in the Final Judgment. 
During the pendency of the appeal the Court could prohibit all uses ofthe building, including 
storage. 
Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court take appropriate action and/or enter an 
appropriate order to enforce the injunctive relief as intended and mandated by its Final 
Judgment. 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this 16th day of August, 2011 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 16th day of August, 2011, I caused a true and coneet copy of 
this document to be served on the following individual in the mam1er indicated below: 
CHARLES A. BROWN, ESQ. 
P.O. BOX 1225 
LEWISTON,ID 83501 
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Attorney at Law 
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JOHN M. Mc VICARS and JULIE ) 
Plaintiffs/ ) 
Respondents, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
BRET B. CHRISTENSEN and ) 
EDDIEKA B. CHRISTENSEN, husband ) 
and wife, and BAR DOUBLE DOT ) 
QUARTER HORSES, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Defendants/ ) 
Appellants. ) . 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
Counties of Nez Perce ) 
Case No. CV 07-01460 
AFFIDAVIT OF DR. BRET B. 
CHRISTENSEN IN OPPOSITION 
TO MOTION FOR CONTEMPT 
DR. BRET B. CHRISTENSEN, being first duly sworn on his oath, deposes, and says: 
1. That your affiant is one of the defendants/appellants named herein and that 
he makes the following statements of his own personal knowledge. 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
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P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 ~ I ;; 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax)..,-5 U 
2. Affiant hereby incorporates his previous Affidavit of Dr. Bret B. Christensen 
in support of Defendants' Motion For Stay Pending Appeal as though fully set forth herein. 
3. This affidavit is in response to the McVicar's complaint that we have been in 
contempt of the Court's order. I respectfully disagree with the McVicar's complaints. We have 
not attempted to move the hay storage building because we are appealing to the Idaho Supreme Court 
on your Honor's decision. We feel that we have a good chance the Supreme Court will find 
otherwise in that we live in an Agricultura1/Residential Zone and that all ofthe processes that we 
went through to put the building where we put it were completely legal and within the standard of 
the area in which we live. We also believe that after looking at all the evidence, they will find that 
the normal everyday operations of a ranch, that the Mc Vicars find to be a private nuisance, will be 
reversed. Regardless ofthis beliefwe have attempted to comply with the Judgment as entered by this 
Court. 
4. To move the building would requIre full deconstruction and then 
reconstruction of the building to another location on our property. Just the amounts of earth fill that 
would be required to place the building approximately 100 yards north of where it stands right now 
is beyond our financial ability. Let alone the cost to bring the building down and then have it 
reconstructed. If the building has to come down by order of the Supreme Court, we will not have 
the financial means to reconstruct the building. Hence the legal operation that we have, of an 
agricultural support business that is permitted by county ordinance and by the county planning and 
zoning and Commissioners approval, will be shut dOVvTI. The hay operation is part of rriy livelihood 
and my 2nd job. Since your decision to have the building moved, which would require deconstruction 
and reconstruction, we had requested with our lawyer to appeal this decision to the Idaho Supreme 
C()urt. 
5. Mr. Charles Brown's schedule was very full and since I have never been 
through a lawsuit before, I assumed that once the appeal was filed there would be an automatic stay 
of the judgment. Also in reading the order from the Court, the only date that I saw for being in 
compliance was the August 1, 2011, date. It wasn't until Mr. Brown called us into his office on 
May 16, 2011, and showed us a complaint about horse trailers being parked on the property west of 
the McVicar's property, that we discussed that we should in good faith comply with the items 
addressed by the Court in Paragraph three (3) of the Judgment, even though it appeared to us that 
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Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main Sl 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947/208·746-5886 (fax) 
the effective date was August 1, 2011. 
6. We instantly left Mr. Brown's office and went to Nancy Ceccarelli's office. 
She discussed with us that it would be good for us to comply with the order for no vehicles other 
than ones owned personally by us to be on the property West of the Mc Vicars. She didn't consider 
the trailers to be vehicles but that the owners of the trailers could not d..--i.ve onto the property to 
retrieve the trailers, so on that day we went and moved all the trailers not owned by us north of the 
property line. Since that day we have not knowingly let anyone drIve on the property west of the 
McVicar's property. Before that date, we did have hay customers that drove to the hay storage 
building to get their hay. After that date, they were required to park their vehicles north of the 
McVicar's property line and hay was brought, on the tractor or other vehicle own personally by me, 
to their vehicle. There have been a couple instances when someone drove on the property and was 
immediately told to go back to the area by the stalls. Then I would bring the hay to them. 
7. The Mc Vicars clairne~ that we would bring one bale at a time and make 
multiple trips just to cause them grief. This is absolutely a untrue. First of all, I don't have time to 
- -
waste in so doing. Second, that is completely inefficient and not cost effective. Thirdly, we simply 
want to get on with our lives and avoid the Mc Vicars. I have been able to put ten (10) small bales 
on the front of the tractor and ten (10) small bales on the back (twenty (20) overall) to be more 
efficient. When moving large bales, depending on the size of the bale, I can move two to four (2-4) 
bales at a time. I realize that the tractor makes more noise than a pickup truck, and with some 
people it takes multiple trips to get the hay. With the little bales before the order, I wouldn't even 
have to start the tractor. Customers would drive to the hay storage facility and load the hay by hand 
and then drive out. This new way of moving hay has become more costly and a lot more time 
consuming, not to mention more traffic behind the McVicar's home. We have done what the Court 
ordered in this matter. The statement in the Plaintiff s Motion for Contempt that says "They will, 
they have aptly demonstrated, intentionally find ways and means to make McVicar's lives 
miserable," is completely false. We have tried to reduce all of our activities, except for those things 
absolutely necessary, in running the operations of our ranch. 
8. Horse Operation - Your honor, we have centralized our horse operation close 
to our house. We have inoved all non-owned trailers north ofthe property line ofthe Mc Vicars. See 
Exhibit A-C. Two (2) ofthe three (3) corrals have been partitioned off to hold more animals right 
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next to our home, so as to reduce the numbers of horses behind the McVicar's property. See Exhibit 
G. All of the manure, which is gathered, is brought north of the property line. When we moved all 
of the trailers close to our house and made sure the manure pile is near our house, it took the place 
of where our horses were being fed. This did necessitate moving the feeder to another location, 
which is not right behind the Me Vicar's home. See Exr.tibit D. Vie did not need to put feed in this 
feeder for a few months as the grass that grows on this portion of our property grew sufficiently to 
sustain the animals that pasture in that field. As you will notice from the plaintiffs exhibits, #20 and 
#21, most of the horses are not standing and eating at the feeder but out eating on the grass. As far 
as the horses that are in that pasture, there are the numbers of horses on that portion of my property 
that the grass can nann ally sustain. While loading hay, sometimes a bale breaks. We will take that 
bale out into the field and the horses will clean it up. My daughter is doing the training of our 
horses. She keeps just the horses she is training up by the building, which is usually between two 
and four (2-4) horses. My daughter will go to the building and ride those horses in the morning 
before it gets too hot. The training that these horses need to have is very critical to our horse 
operation. It is difficult, if not impossible, in the horse world today to sell an untrained horse. We 
do not feel that the training of these horses is centralizing our operation up by the building. The 
training is just one aspect of a horse operation. We have breeding, shoeing, veterinary work, and 
stalling of the animals that happen right behind our back yard. The activity around our home is so 
much more than what happens in the building or around the building. VI e have done so much to 
change the way in which we operate. Yet with the Mc Vicars, it is not good enough unless there is 
zero activity. Zero activity is not feasible, reduction in activity, yes. We have tried, and are 
continuing to try, to reduce the effects of our horse operation on the McVicars. 
9. Vehicles not owned by the Christensens - As stated in the first part of this 
affidavit, since meeting with Mr. Brown and Prosecutor Ceccarelli on May 16, 2011, and the non-
clarity of the date on which compliance would take effect, we have been in compliance with this part 
of the order. Prior to this date, there were customers that drove on the property to get hay. My friend 
Gordon Mohr and Ray Ellsworth, who have been helping me get horses trained, also drove on the 
property until May 16, 2011. After that day, they parked their vehicles down at my home and walked 
to the building to train the horses. 
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10. The statement in #3 of the Plaintiffs Motion for Contempt where it says 
customers are taking one bale at a time and making twenty (20) trips is absolutely false. It is another 
exaggeration of the inflarnmatoryway in which the Mc Vicars blow things out of proportion to make 
it sound just horrible in order to convince the Court that we are trying to provoke them and make 
their lives miserable. Believe me, I want to have the least impact on the Me Vicars' lives as possible. 
When they say that there is constant noise and dust from tractors and trucks on a daily basis, they are 
incorrect. "\Vhen my daughter or Gordon walks up to the arena to ride, they may be seen for one (1) 
minute or so. Then while they ride, you would not see or hear them for the entire time they are 
riding. Then it will take them one (1) minute to walk back down to our house. Since we planted the 
arborvitae, the Mc Vicars can't see them catch the horses and walk them into the arena. The hay is 
usually sold one (1) or two (2) nights a week and we have been done by 7:00 p.m. That is part of 
our conditional use permit granted by Nez Perce County. I usually get home from work between 
5:30 and 6:00 p.m. If! have something to do, it is during that one (1) hortIime frame between 6:00 
and 7:00 p.m. This is another exaggeration from the McVicars to inflame the situation. 
- - -
11. Traffic, Noise,Dust, Odor and Lights - This spring has been the wettest in 
years. The farmers around us, and out on the prairie, were not able to plant, do to the excess amount 
ofrain. Yet all through Julie's journal in the spring, she fabricates all ofthese dust instances. 
12. The accusation that I park vehicles and let them idle for long periods oftime 
is an exaggeration. I am always on a mission to get things done. I do not have time to just sit around 
and be idle, especially wasting fuel. The only time that I do have to let a truck idle is if the semi has 
set for a long period oftime and the air brakes have to build up air pressure. This takes about three 
(3) minutes and then I get going. Since hay season, we have not stored the trucks and trailers for hay 
up by the arena. We have parked them in front of our house (See Exhibit C) so that we do not have 
to go out and get the trucks and so as to reduce the amount of noise, dust, and traffic behind the 
McVicars' home. 
13. In years past, I was able to hire larger semis' to bring my hay to my ranch. 
Since the order that only vehicles personally owned by me can drive on my property, I have had to 
do the majority of hauling the hay by myself. We have two (2) trailers that can haul hay, both of 
which haul a lot less than a big semi. I did have a big semi come once with a load of small bales 
of hay. He parked north of the Mc Vicars' property line and I had to shuttle the hay into the hay 
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storage building. I was exhausted. The McVicars were gone that day, thank heavens. It took me 
five (5) hours to unload that truck. It usually takes one (1) hour if it is parked in the hay storage 
building. After that experience, the truck driver sold me a cab-over semi so that his truck could be 
unhooked and the truck thatInow owned could pull the load of hay into the building to be stacked. 
I did this for the Me Vicars' benefit and mine. Less traffic, dust, noise, and less time running 
equipment. Interesting note, the Mc Vicars' exhibit #'s 22, 25, and 26 all show this truck, that I own, 
moving the hay. Please note that there is no dust around this truck as it moves toward the hay 
storage building. 
14. We have really worked to reduce the amount of dust. The conditional use 
permit requires me to put down materials to reduce dust. On March 25, 2011, before the May 16, 
2011, meeting with Mr. Brown, I had Atlas Sand and Rock come out and put washed-rock on the 
road to reduce the dust complaint. At that time, I scheduled a time with him to come back, when the 
rainy season was over, to put down MgCI (Magnesium Chloride) to abate the dust. He infonned me 
that it takes specialized equipment to handle the MgCl. It is very caustic and will cause anything 
metal to rust quickly. Then after the meeting on May 1q 2011, and talking with Nancy Ceccarelli, 
I was informed that I couldn't have Atlas come onto the property because I didn't own the vehicle 
that would apply the MgCl. So I have used a water trailer to reduce dust. See Exhibit E. We spread 
the water on the pathway that the tractor or truck will take as it moves behind the Mc Vicars' 
property. In Julie's journal she made a complaint to Deputy Rodriquez about the Atlas truck putting 
down gravel as a dust abatement measure and yet they complain that I am doing nothing to abate the 
dust. I cannot satisfy them. Again, at the time of the gravel being delivered, I was under the 
understanding that I had until August 1,2011. The MgCI was scheduled to be put on in June 2011, 
but hasn't because of the Court order. 
15. Odor, Flies - We have made sure that we put the manure pile down by our 
home. The Mc Vicars, in their journal, complain that we do not clean the manure around the feeders .. 
Yet we have done this each month since the judgment and then they complain about the smell as we 
do it. Please see page 1, para 2; page 3 dated 4/1/11,4/21111; page 4, dated 4/28/11 (Julie's Journal). 
16. As far as the flies go, we have reduced the amount of manure by the Mc Vicars' 
home and put it by our home. Due to the wet and cool spring and into the summer, we saw no flies 
until around July 1, 2011. We installed fly catching bags in front of all stalls and around corrals to 
Charles A Brown, Esq. 
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catch the flies. See Exhibit F & G. Also, it is our crJldren's responsibility to harrow the fields on 
a weekly schedule. They knock down the manure piles in the fields, which also reduces fly 
production. See Julie's journal exhibit #23 which shows my son harrowing the field. The dust you 
see behind the four-wheeler is the harrow. We also have installed a fly zapperthat attracts flies for 
up to a half mile and kills them by electrocution. There are fewer flies than when we had fifty (50) 
horses. The flies and odor existed before the building went up. We have and will continue to do all 
we can to reduce the fly population. 
17. Lights - Before the trial, the officers that came out to our property, due to 
complaints, told us to try and have the lights out by 10:00 p.m. Before the lawsuit, we tried to go 
to mediation so we could find out what the Mc Vicars wanted from us. Instead they filed a lawsuit. 
During the trial, it was brought to our attention that the McVicars like to go to bed at 9:00 p.m. 
Since the trial, we have put a moratorium on having the lights out by 9:00 p.m. Now, according to 
the journal ofJulie McVicars, where the lights weretumed off at 7:30 on 3113/11,8:30 on 3115/11, 
7:30 on3/18/11, and8:30 on 3119/11 is not enough. Now they are going to bed at 8:00p.m. not 9:00 
p.m. It appears from her journal that now she is saying she is in bed at 8:00 pm or 8:30 pm on March 
26 and 27. What is reasonable? Once we found out what they wanted, we changed and 
accommodated them. Now things have changed again. 
18. Music - On April 5, 2011, we got a visit from a deputy that informed us of 
a complaint that the music was on and too loud. I immediately went out to the building and 
unplugged the system. On May 19,2011 , Julie Mc Vicars claims that the music was left on all night 
and she noted it at 5 :00 a.m. The music system has been removed from the building. The speakers 
remain because it would take a crane to reach that height. 
19. Nickering horses - On 3117111, 4/5/11, and 6/9111, the McVicars 
complained about horses nickering. Now the horses talking to each other have become a nuisance. 
I do not know how to reduce this complaint. 
20. "I will break you Bret. If it takes me ten (10) years, I will break you!" Your 
Honor, after all the things that I am trying to do to be less of an annoyance to the Mc Vicars, this is 
what John Mc Vicars says to me as he comes into my hay storage building and threatens me. His and 
Julie's goal is to break me. Is this a psychological breaking or an emotional breaking or a financial 
breaking or all of the above? A sheriffs deputy had to give a no-trespass order for us not to be 
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harassed by John McVicars. This is the 2 nd no trespass order given to John during tbjs process. See 
attached Sheriffs Deputy report which contradicts John Mc Vicars Fourth Mfidavit, which includes 
photographs taken by the Officer. 
21. See attached photographs (labeled Exhibit A - J) which reflect the following: 
A. Tractor left at house so as not to go back to building until needed. 
B. Trailers parked in front of house. 
C. Trucks parked in front of our house during hay season so as to reduce traffic, 
noise, and dust. 
D. Boarder's trailers parked by corrals taking up space where feeder used to be. 
E. Water trailer used to water road. 
F. Fly catchers on all stalls to reduce fly population. 
G. Partition corrals to hold more animals. Also fly bags on corrals to catch flies. 
H Farm field that is in stubble. 
r.. Farm field that is in stubble. 
J. Farm field that is in stubble. 
22. The Mc Vicars attribute any and all dust to us, but their house and our property 
is surrounded by farm fields which are in summer fallow or stubble. See Exhibit H - J. We are 
subjected to a great deal of dust from the same farm fields that surround not only the Mc Vicars 
property, but our own. This is indigenous to this area, it is just something that comes with rural 
living. 
23. I will continue to strive to reduce any annoyance to the McVicars that I can 
possibly reduce or abate. 
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DATED on this 17th day of August, 2011. 
SlJBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this 17th day of August, 2011. 
r ~~~ 
Notary Public for I 0 
(SEAL) Residing at ~~ I\.A::, 
My commission expires on: 
~~ 'd-';}., ~ci\ 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
o 
o 
mailed by regular first class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post Office to: 
sent by facsimile to: 
sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
Office to: 
o sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
Ronald J. Landeck, Esq. @ 208-883-4593 
Landeck & Forseth 
693 Styner Avenue, Suite 9 
P.O. Box 9344 
Moscow, ID 83843 
I1Y"" ernailed to: attorneys@rnoscOil • com 
. ~ 
on this 11 - day of August, 2011. 
~L 
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Narrative: 
Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department 
Date and Time: 07-27-11 /1830 hours 
Report Type: Threats I Trespassing 
Reporting Officer: Cpl. L. Martin 
On July 27, 2011 at approximately 1830 hours Deputy Egbert and I responded to 
29878 Thiessen Road in reference to a threats call. Upon arrival we met with 
Bret Christensen who told me that John McVicars came into his arena and began 
yelling him about the dust. Bret told me he tried to talk to McVicars calmly 
but he continued to be hostile and yell. 
Brat stated he then told McVicars he was not welcome on the property and advised 
him to leave. Bret said after telling McVicars this more than once he then 
left, but while leaving was shouting at him, "I am gunna break you, if it takes 
me 10 years I am gunna break you." 
Bret indicated that three of his children were there in the arena when this 
occurred. I later spoke to them individually, Trevor (10-l4-02) indicated that 
the neighbor came in yelling about the dust and when his dad told him to leave 
he continued to yell. Trevor also told me that when he was leaving he said 
something about breaking him. I asked Trevor if he knew what this meant and he 
stated no but he seemed really mad. I then spoke to Hunter (02-15-99) who told 
me much of the same and indicated he did not recognize McVicars at first because 
he had not seen him recently. Andriana (07-13-96) stated she was at the north 
end of the arena and did not hear much of the conversation until McVicars was 
leaving and she heard him saying he was going to break him. Andriana indicated 
she thought he was complaining about the dust from her using a UTV to move loose 
hay trom the arena to the pasture area for the horses. 
I then took phot09raphs of the area including the driveway area to the arena 
where the sprinkler trom McVicars' property was watering the Christensen 
property. I also photographed the area where the hay was dumped. 
Deputy Egbert then allowed Bret to sign a trespass order against McVicars, and 
la it. 
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Nez Perce County Sheriff Supplemental Report 
On today's date at about 1749 hours I was advised of a threats call at 
29878 Thiessen Rd. Cpl. Martin and! arrived and met with complainant Bret 
Christiansen, who advised that his neighbor, John Mcvicars came onto his 
property and stated "I'm gonna break you". Bret advised that he felt threatened 
and call the Sheriffs Office. See Cpl. Martins report for further. 
Bret advised that he would like John trespassed from his property. I 
filled out a notice of trespass form and had Bret sign and date it. I responded 
to the Mcvicars residence and made contact with John. ! explained to Johrr that 
he is not allowed to go on any of Bret's property for 12 month and that if he 
does he will be taken into custody. John advised that he understood and advised 
that he would not go on Bret's property. Both John and Bret were provided a copy 
of the notice. I also provided dispatch with a copy and asked them to enter it 
into Spillman. 
De . 
It should be noted that I attempted to record audio of all conversations 
battery on my pocket recorder died after 31 seconds of me activ3tin9 it. 
of evidentiary value was recorded and will not be added to this case. 
f. 5l( 
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Incident Number: 11-N4133 
Nez Perce County Sheriff 
LAW Incident Table: 
Nature: Threat~ Case 'Number: 
RECEIVED 
JUl28201l 
Page: 
Image: 
603 
1 
Addr- 29878 THIESSEN RD ' 
City: Lewiston 5T: ID Zip: 83501 
Area: NPCS3 LEW HILL, LEW 
Contact; brett 
Complainant' 129706 
Lst: CHRISTENSEN Fst: BRET Mid: BOYLE 
DOB:  SSN:  
Rae: W Sx: M Tel: (208)743-3955 
Adr:  
Cty: Lewiston 5T; 10 Zip: 83501 
Offense Codes: THRE Reported: THRE Observed: THRE 
Circumstances: 
R.!Spndg Officers: 
Rspnsbl Officer: 
Egbert Gregory 
Martin Lucas 
Cochran Cecelia 
Martin Lucas 
Agency: NPCS 
Received By: 
How Received: 
When Reported: 
Occurrd between: 
and: 
MO: 
T Telephone 
17:49:12 07/27/2011 
17:49:12 07/27/2011 
17:49:12 07/27/2011 
Narrative: (See below) 
, Supplement: (See below) 
Last RadLog: 
Clearance: 
Disposition: 
Judicial Sts: 
Misc Entry: 
_ _ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ t = c _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ ~ = 
INVOLVEMENTS: 
Type Record * 
NM 65868 
NM 129706 
HI 1947 
CA 1107-1249 
Date 
07/27/2011 
07/27/2011 
07/28/2011 
07/27/2011 
Description 
MCVICARS, JOHN MARK 
CHRISTENSEN, BRET BOYLE 
Attachment 
17:49 07/27/2011 Threats 
LAW Incident Offenses Detail: 
Offense Codes 
Seq Code 
1 THRE Threatening 
LAW Incident Responders Detail 
Responding Officers 
5eq Name Unit 
1 Egbert Gregory 34 
2 Martin Lucas 30 
Log Table: 
A.l:nount 
0.00 
CAD Call 10: 1107-1249 
19:21:20 07/27/2011 24 
RPT Written Incident Repo 
CLO Disp Date: 07/27/2011 
Relationship 
Involved 
*Complainant 
attachments 
*Initiating Call 
Main Radio 
Time/Date Typ 
1 
Unit 
30 
34 
34 
Code 
24 
24 
Zone Agnc 
NPCS3 NPCS 
NPCS3 NPCS 
NPtS3 NPCS 
Description 
19:21:20 07/27/2011 
19:21:20 07/27/2011 
19:15:19 07/27/2011 
1 
1 6 
incidi-11-N4133 A5signment Corn 
incidt=11-N4133 Assignment Corn 
incidt-11-N4133 mcvicars resid 
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Time/Date Typ Unit Code Zone Agnc Description 
18:42:22 07/27/2011 1 30 14 NPcS3 NPCS incidt-ll-N4133 cd4 call-961 
18:42:22 07/27/2011 1 34 14 NPCS3 NPCS incidJ-ll-N4133 cd4 ca11-961 
18:32:49 07/27/2011 1 30 ARRVD NPCS3 NPCS 1ncidl-l1-N4133 Arrived on sce 
18:32:49 07/27/2011 1 34 ARRVO NPCS3 NPCS incidl=11-N4133 Arrived on sce 
18:32:46 07/27/2011 1 30 17 NPCS3 NPCS incidl-l1-N4133 Enroute call-9 
18;27:55 07/27/2 all , 34 54 NPCS3 NPCS incidi=11-N4133 t2 call'"'961 ... 
18:21:4:2 07/27/2011 1 34 17 NPCS3 NPCS incidt""11-N4133 Enroute call-9 
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Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Defendants/Appellants. 
FlLED 
Wll fIX, 17 Ai') 't Li-8 
c 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JOHN M. Mc VICARS and mLIE ) 
McVICARS, husband and wife, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs/Respondents, ) 
) 
~ ) 
) 
BRET B. CHRISTENSEN and ) 
EDDIEKA B. CHRISTENSEN, husband ) 
and wife, and BAR DOUBLE DOT ) 
QUARTER HORSES, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Defendants/Appellants. ) 
Case No. CV 07-01460 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFFS' CHARGE OF 
CONTEMPT 
COME NOW the defendants above-named by and through their attorney of record, 
Charles A. Brown, and respond to the charge of contempt as filed by the plaintiffs. 
That the defendants deny the allegations contained within the charge of contempt as 
set forth in the motion filed by the plaintiffs and which contends that the defendants have not 
complied with the Final Judgment entered on February 28,2011. 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
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CHARGE OF CONTEMPT 1 
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Lewiston. Idaho 8350 I J I (j 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 't" 3 
That the defendants argue that the plaintiffs herein should be denied attorney fees and 
costs as requested on the grounds that this charge of contempt is unnecessary and frivolous. 
This response is further supported by the brief and affidavit in opposition to the 
plaintiffs' motion filed herewith. 
DATED on this 171h day of AUt L ~ 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney for Defendants/Appellants. 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
mailed by regular first class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post Office to: 
sent by facsimile to: o 
o sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
Office to: 
o sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
o hand delivered to: 
(B"""'- emailedto:attorneys@moscow.com 
on this 17th day of August, 2011. (1 
~
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Ronald J. Landeck, Esq. @ 208-883-4593 
Landeck & Forseth 
693 Styner Avenue, Suite 9 
P.O. Box 9344 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Charles A Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St. ¥ f f' Lewiston, Idaho 8350 I 
208·746·99471208·746·5886 (fax) 
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Charles A. Brown 
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF 
THE STA IE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JOHNM. McVICARS and JULIE ) 
Mc VICARS, husband and wife, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs/Respondents, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
BRET B. CHRISTENSEN and ) 
EDDIEKA B. CHRISTENSEN, husband ) 
and wife, and BAR DOUBLE DOT ) 
QUARTER HORSES, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Defendants/Appellants. ) 
Case No. CV 07-01460 
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION FOR CONTEMPT 
COME NOW the defendants/appellants (hereinafter referred to as defendants) by and 
through their attorney of record, Charles A. Brown, and supply this brief in opposition to the 
plaintiffs/respondents' (hereinafter referred to as plaintiffs) motion for contempt. 
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PREAMBLE 
Due to the fact that this is a contempt proceeding, the language of the Court's 
judgment has to be read in a restrictive manner. It is not within this Court's jurisdiction to now give 
an interpretation to the language that is not contained in the judgment itself. In other words, this 
does not present an opportunity to amend the judgment or to alter the language by saying what I 
meant to say was different from the clinical, narrow, conservative interpretation of the language 
used. 
This Court is in a unique position of interpreting the language of the judgment in a 
manner as ifhe were reviewing the language of another court. 
There is ambiguity concerning a declarative date of the Final Judgment. It appears 
that August 1, 2011, was the effective date and, thus, was that as to the judgment as a whole or 
relating to the relocation of the building only? 
ARGUMENT 
I. DEFENDANTS ARE NOT GUILTY OF CONTEMPT IN NOT RELOCATING THE 
FABRIC BUILDING BY AUGUST 1,2011. 
The defendants in this matter appealed the decision of the above-entitled Court and 
said matter is presently pending before the appellate court for the state ofIdaho. As can be seen from 
the Affidavit of Dr. Bret B. Christensen in Support of Motion to Stay Enforcement of Judgment 
Pending Appeal and the Affidavit of Dr. Bret B. Christensen in Opposition to Motion for Contempt, 
the relocating of the fabric building will be at an extreme expense to the defendants, and, since this 
matter is on appeal, it would be prejudicial and an undue burden to make the defendants relocate the 
building should the appellate court determine it not necessary to be relocated. 
II. DEFENDANTS ARE NOT GUILTY OF CONTEMPT FOR NOT CENTRALIZING 
THEIR HORSE OPERATION AS ORDERED. 
As set forth in the Affidavit of Dr. Bret B. Christensen in Support of Motion to Stay 
Enforcement of Judgment Pending Appeal and the Affidavit of Dr. Bret B. Christensen in 
Opposition to Motion for Contempt filed in this matter, the defendants have centralized the location 
of their horse operation to a different area of their property. 
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ill. DEFENDANTS ARE NOT GulL TY OF CONTEMPT FOR ALLOWING VEmCLES 
THAT ARE NOT PERSONALLY OWNED BY DEFENDANTS TO BE DRIVEN ON 
THEIR PROPERTY THAT LIES TO THE WEST OF PLAINTIFFS' PROPERTY. 
Again, as set forth in the Affidavit of Dr. Bret B. Christensen in Support of Motion 
to Stay Enforcement of Judgment Pending Appeal and the A-ffidavit of Dr. Bret B. Christensen in 
Opposition to Motion for Contempt filed in this matter, the defendants are not allowing vehicles 
which are not owned by them to traverse their property which lies to the west of the plaintiffs' 
property. 
IV. DEFENDANTS ARE NOT GUILTY OF CONTEMPT FOR CONTINUING TO 
CREATE AND ALLOW EXCESSIVE AND OFFENSIVE NOISE, DUST, TRAFFIC, 
AND ODOR ARISING FROM USES ON THEIR PROPERTY. 
The Affidavit of Dr. Bret B. Christensen in Support of Motion to Stay Enforcement 
of Judgment Pending Appeal and the Affidavit of Dr. Bret B. Christensen in Opposition to Motion 
for Contempt filed in this matter set forth the various ways that the defendants are utilizing to control 
any offensive noise, dust, traffic, and odor from the use of their property in continuing their farm and 
horse operations as allowed by the Court's order. In fact, the defendants have even stopped some 
of the operations that they used to do as said affidavits reflect. 
V. CONTEMPT PROCEEDINGS ARE SET FORTH IN LR.C.P. 7S(c)(2) and (3) 
A. Definition of Contempt. 
LR.C.P. 75(c)(2) and (3) state as follows: 
(2) Contempt Not Initiated by a Judge-Motion and Affidavit. All 
contempt proceedings, except those initiated by a judge as provided 
above, must be commenced by a motion and affidavit. Contempt 
proceedings shall not be initiated by an order to show cause. 
(3) Factual Allegations. The written charge of contempt or affidavit 
must allege the specific facts constituting the alleged contempt. Each 
instance of alleged contempt, if there is more than one, must be set 
forth separately. If the alleged contempt is the violation of a court 
order, the written charge or affidavit must allege that either the 
respondent or the respondent's attorney was served with a copy of the 
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order or had actual knowledge of it. Tne written charge or affidavit 
need not allege facts showing that the respondent's failure to comply 
with the court order was willful. 
Id. (West's 2011) 
In Idaho, contempt can be characterized as either direct (committed in the presence 
of the court) or indirect (committed outside the presence of the court). Steiner v. Gilbert, 144 Idaho 
240,243, 159 P.3d 877, 880 (2007) citing Jones v. Jones, 91 Idaho 578, 428 P.2d 497 (1967); see 
also Muthersbaugh v. Neumann, 133 Idaho 677, 679, 991 P.2d 865,867 (Ct. App. 1999). Indirect 
contempt must be presented by affidavit which states the facts which constitute contempt: 
. .. When the contempt is not committed in the immediate view and 
presence of the court, or judge at chambers, an affidavit shall be 
presented to the court or judge of the facts constituting the contempt, 
or a statement of the facts by the referees or arbitrators, or other 
judicial officer. 
See I.C. Ann. § 7-603 (West). 
Contempt is an extraordinary proceeding, and to invoke this proceeding there must 
be a court order which has been violated. Phillips v. District Court of Fifth Judicial Dist. 95 Idaho 
404,405,509 P.2d 1325, 1326 (1973) (citing Theesen v. Continental Life & Accident Company, 90 
Idaho 58, 408 P.2d 177 (1965)). 
B. Willful Contempt. 
The plaintiffs have filed affidavits in support of their motion to find the defendants 
in contempt. As those affidavits reflect the current operations by the defendants, the defendants have 
changed their process in obtaining hay for their customers and obtaining hay from their suppliers. 
That change, due to this Court's findings, has caused more trips across the defendants' property due 
to the defendants being the only ones able to travel west of the plaintiffs' property line. As can be 
seen from the Affidavit of Dr. Bret B. Christensen in Support of Motion to Stay Enforcement of 
Judgment Pending Appeal and the Affidavit of Dr. Bret B. Christensen in Opposition to Motion for 
Contempt, Dr. Christensen explaines how in trying to comply \vith the Court's [mdings it has caused 
more passages by the defendants due to the difference in their equipment's ability to haul sufficient 
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amounts. The defendants believe that the plaintiffs have not provided "satisfactory proof' in regard 
to the contempt that they are seeking. 
The defendants have not willfully violated the order of this Court. They have 
attempted to comply with this Court's findings as best that they ~an and still continue to operate their 
farmlhorse business in a profitable manner. Thus, they should not be found in contempt. 
The Idaho Supreme Court discusses contempt proceedings and the defInition of 
willful in the matter of In re Weick, 142 Idaho 275, 281, 127 P.3d 178, 184 (2005) as follows: 
. . . contempt is an extraordinary proceeding and should be 
approached with caution. This Court has recognized contempt is an 
extraordinary proceeding. Phillips, 95 Idaho at 405, 509 P.2d at 
l326. This inherent power must be exercised with great caution. See 
Hampton v. Hampton, 303 Minn. 500, 229 N.W.2d 139, 140-41 
(1975). The contempt power is 
readily susceptible of abuse and fraught with danger 
not only to personal liberties but to the respect and 
confIdence which our courts must maintain. Although 
such a power is universally recognized as essential to 
an orderly and effective administration and execution 
of justice, it should be exercised with utmost caution. 
People v. Bernard, 75 Ill. App. 3d 786, 31 Ill. Dec. 617, 622, 394 
N.E.2d 819 (1979). Since a contempt citation is a "potent weapon, 
.... courts rightly impose it with caution." Joshi v. Prof Health 
Servs., Inc., 817 F.2d 877,879 n. 2 (D.C. Cir.1987). Imposing a 
willful standard ensures that courts cannot abuse their inherent 
contempt power. It also ensures that courts only impose such an 
extraordinary remedy when the alleged contemnor has 
wrongfully disobeyed a court order. 
In 1953, this Court held "the word 'willfully' when applied to the 
intent implies simply a purpose or willingness to commit the act or 
make the omission ... no intent to violate the law or injure another, or 
to acquire any advantage is necessary." State v. Johnson, 74 Idaho 
269,275-76,261 P.2d 638,641 (1953). 
Since the definition of "willful" set out in Butler comports with the 
general definition of willful established by this Court and helps 
ensure that courts do not abuse their contempt power, this Court 
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holds this defmition-"an indifferent disregard of duty" or "a 
remissness and failure in performance of a duty" but not a 
"deliberately and .maliciously planned dereliction of duty"-
applies to contempt proceedings under I.e. § 7-601(5). 
Id. (Emphasis added.) Idaho Code § 7-601(5) reads as follows: "[d]isobedience of any lawful 
judgment, order or process of the court." The defendants have not been disobedient of the Court's 
order. 
In the matter of State v. Rice, 145 Idaho 554,181 P.3d480 (2008), the Idaho Supreme 
Court defmed willful as: 
The definition of "willful" is" 'an indifferent disregard of duty' or 'a 
remissness and failure in performance of a duty' but not a 
'deliberately and maliciously plarmed dereliction of duty,' " and this 
definition "applies to contempt proceedings." In re Weick, 142 Idaho 
at 281,.127 P.3d at 184 (2005). In other words, an order must be 
violated willfully in order to hold in contempt one who violated 
the order. 
Id. at 556, 181 P.3d at 482 (emphasis added). 
The Idaho Supreme Court, in the matter of State v. Rogers, has stated as follows: 
Generally, a party must violate a court order or rule to receive 
sanctions. (Citations omitted.) However, this Court has recognized 
that trial courts also have an "inherent authority to assess sanctions 
for bad faith conduct against all parties appearing before it." 
(Citations omitted.) For the purpose of imposing sanctions, a 
party acts in bad faith when it willfully conducts itselfimproperly 
or acts with an improper purpose. (Citation omitted.) 
Id, 143 Idaho 320,322, 144 P.3d 25,27 (2006) (emphasis added). 
The defendants' state of mind in regard to the alleged contempt acts is not one that 
was willful misconduct or disobedience because it was not intentional and deliberate with a bad 
purpose or wanton disregard of the rights of others. The defendants were complying with this 
Court's fmdings and had made changes in that regard. 17 C.J.S. Contempt § 14, State of Mind, 
states, in part: 
Under some authority, contempt is a proper sanction only for willful 
misconduct or willful disobedience, requiring evidence of conduct 
that is intentional and deliberate with a bad or evil purpose, or wanton 
and in disregard of rights of others, or contrary to a known duty, or 
Charles A Brown, Esq. 
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unauthorized, coupled with unconcern whether the contemnor had the 
right or not. The act must be done willfully and for an illegitimate 
or improper purpose. A contemnor acts with wrongful intent ifhe 
or she knows or should reasonably be aware that his or her conduct 
is wrongful, and mere inadvertence or honest mistake will not 
constitute contempt. In the absence of a statutory defmition 
incorporating such an element, contemptuous or criminal intent is not 
necessary to constitute contempt, and whether or not an act 
constitutes contempt depends on its nature and not on the presence of 
an actual intent. Intent, however, goes to the gravamen of the 
offense, and the good faith, or lack of it, of the alleged contemnor 
should be considered. \Vhere the act complained of is ambiguous or 
does not clearly show on its face that it is a contempt, and is one 
which, if the party is acting in good faith, is within his or her rights, 
the presence or absence of a contumacious intent is, in some 
instances, held to be determinative of its character. However, 
according to other authorities, intent is one of the elements of 
contempt, depending on the nature of the act complained of. Intent 
has been held necessary in a criminal contempt, but not for a civil 
contempt, although it has also been held that willfulness is an 
essential element in civil contempt proceedings. In addition, intent 
has been held a necessary element of contempt where the act was not 
committed in the presence of the court; but not a necessary element 
in the case of a direct contempt, or where the act was committed in 
the presence of the court, or so near the court or judge as to obstruct 
the administration of justice. 
Id. (June 2011) (Footnotes omitted and emphasis added). 
The defendants have not acted in bad faith nor have they willfully violated this Court's 
order as the plaintiffs are alleging. 
C. Right to Farm Act. 
In the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order, this Court found that: 
The legislative intent of the RTFA is set forth at I.C, § 22-4501. In 
pertinent part, "[I]t is the intent of the legislature to reduce the loss to 
the state of its agriCUltural resources by limiting circumstances under 
which agricultural operations may be deemed a nuisance." Id. 
However, the RTF A does not prevent claims of nuisance in any 
situation involving an agriCUltural activity. In Payne v. Skaar, the 
Idaho Supreme Court determined that the act applies to the 
encroachment of "urbanizing areas" and when there have been 
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changes "surrounding nonagricultural activities;" does 
not apply whe1 III expanding agricultural operation is 
surrounded by area that has remained 
unchanged. 
See p. 51 of Findings ofF act, Conclusions of Law, and Order omitted) (emphasis added). 
Idaho Code § 22-4501 states as follows: 
The legislature that agricultural conducted on 
fa..'lDIand m urbanizing areas are often subjected to nuisance lawsuits, 
and that such suits encourage and even force the premature removal 
of the lands agricultural uses, and some cases prohibit 
investments in agricultural improvements. It is of the 
legislature to reduce the loss to the state of its agricultural resources 
by limiting the circlL11lstances under which agricultural operations 
may be deemed to a nuisance. The legislature that the 
to IS a and is as a permitted use 
throughout the state 
LC. Arm. § 22-4501 
Idaho recently created a statute in to the Right to 
Act and nuisance actions. This statutes reads as 
LC. Arm. § 
(1) agricultural operation, or cxpansion 
thereof shall not found to be a nuisance under the circumstances 
III 22-4503, Idaho Code. 
provisions of this subsection shall not apply when a nuisance results 
from the improper or negligent operation of an agricultural operation, 
agricultural facility or expansion thereof. 
(West) (emphasis added). Idaho Code § 22-4503 states as follows: 
No agricultural operation, agricultural facility or expansion thereof 
shall be or become a nUiS3....T1Ce, private or public, by any changed 
conditions in or about the surrounding nonagricultural activities after 
it has been in operation for more than one (1) year, when the 
operation, facility or expansion was not a nuisance at the time it 
began or \vas constructed. The provisions of this section shall not 
apply when a nuisance results from the improper or negligent 
Charles A Brown, Esq. 
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operation of an agricultural operation, agricultural facility or 
expansIOn 
Ail.ll. § 22-4503 (West). 
The above-entitled Court specifically found in case at bar: 
In the case at hand, there is no evidence which supports the 
Plaintiffs' claim for public nuisance because there was no evidence 
that the Defendants' use of their property at the same time an 
entire community or neighborhood, or any considerable number of 
persons. 
See p. 49, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, llild Order. 
follows: 
This Court further stated in it Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order as 
Requiring the Defenda.nts to remove the fabric building from their 
property would negatively impact the Defendants ability to 
horses and run a ranch. Similar to Payne, a requirement 
would result in a momentous invasion of the Defendants' property 
rights. 
Id., p. 54. Thus, this Court the defendants have a property right to continue 
their and horse business. 
D. and the Language of 
The plaintiffs cannot this Court to expand or modify the terms of the Final 
Judgment in order to suit their needs. 
In contempt proceedings for its enforcement, a decree wi.ll not be 
expanded by implication or intendment beyond the meaning of its 
terms when read in the light of the issues and purpose for which 
the suit was brought, ~-""-'~--"""'='--""'~~~~~~=="-"'--=~ 
violation of the decree so read. 
Terminal R.ass'n 01 St. Louis v. United States, 266 U.S. 17,29,45 S. Ct. 5, 9 (1924) (emphasis 
added); see also State v. Rice, 145 Idaho 554, 556, 181 P.3d 480, 482 (2008). 
The language ofthe decree must also be clear, specific, and unambiguous. 
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In order to support a judgment of contempt, underlying decree 
must set forill the terms compliance clear, specific 
una.mbiguous terms so that person with obeying it will 
know what duties and obligations are imposed on him. 
Chambers, 898 S.W.2d 257, 261. Generally, a court order is 
insufficient to support a contempt conviction only when its 
interpretation "requires inferences or conclusions about which 
reasonable persons might ditTer." Chambers, 898 S.W.2d at 260 
(citing Ex parte l\1acCallum, 807 S.W.2d 730 (Tex.1991)). To 
prevent the enforcement of a court order, the resisting party must 
show that the order has a reasonable alternative construction. Id. The 
order does not have to use language so specific as to counter every 
interpretation. Id. 
In re R.E.D. 278 .3d 850,858 (Tex. Houston [1 Dist.] 2009) 
Ohio Supreme has held that, "[i]n cases of criminal, 
indirect contempt, it must be contemnor 
to court." l\1idland Steel Prods. Co. v. 
Local 486, Ohio St.3d 121, 573 98, 
syllabus (1991). Further, Collette v. Collette, 9th Dist. No. 
2001 \\1L 986209, at *3 (Aug. 22,2001), 
person to be in contempt disobeying a court 
decree must spell out the details of compliance in 
unambiguous terms so that such person will 
what duties or obligations are imposed upon 
Parte Quevedo, 611 S.W.2d 711,713 (Tex App.1981)). 
Forrer v. Buckeye Speedway, 2008 WL 4292753, 5 App. 9 Dist.) (emphasis added). 
The defendants this matter are to be presented with the 
allegations against them an affidavit, and the plaintiffs have not properly 
filed by them whjch are to apprise the alleged contemnor of the 
accused, so that they may meet such accusations at the hearing. 
LR.C.P. 75(c)(3) states: 
Factual Allegations. 
for the contempt 
so in the affidavits 
facts of \vhich they are 
must allege the snecific facts constitutinQ. the alleged contempt Each 
instance of alleged contempt. if there is more than one. must be set 
forth separately. If alleged contempt is the violation of a court 
order, the vvTitten charge or affidavit must allege that either the 
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respondent or the respondent's aUiJITl,ey was served with a copy 
order or had actual knowledge of written charge or affidavit 
need not allege facts t.~at respondent's failure to comply 
with court order was 
Id. (Emphasis added.) 
The Idaho Supreme Court in Steiner v. Gilbert, 144 Idaho 240,243, 159 P.3d 877, 
880 (2007) stated: 
If the alleged contempt is the violation of a court order, 
claiming contempt mllst provide an alleging 
contemnor or was with 
charged with violating, or that contemnor 
knowledge of it. (Citations omitted.) .... 
provide a sufficient affidavit, 
to proceed. (Citation omitted.) 
allegedly 
service on the contemnor or 
Inland Group ojCompanies, 
is 
v. Obendorff, 131 Idaho 
473,959 P.2d (1998). 
Id. at 243, 159 P.3d 880 (emphasis added). 
Idaho Code § 7-603 states as 
When a contempt is committed in immediate view and presence 
of the court, or judge at chambers, it be punished summarily; for 
which an order must made, reciting the facts as occurring in such 
irr..mediate view and presence, adjudging that the person proceeded 
against is thereby guilty of a contempt, and that he be punished as 
therein prescribed. the the 
immediate or judge at chambers, 
an affidavit court or judge of the facts 
or a statement of the facts the 
referees or arbitrators, or other officer. 
Idaho Code Ann. § 7-603 (West) (emphasis added). Plaintiffs have failed to meet this burden of 
proof. 
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Based upon the foregoing, the plaintiffs' Motion for Contempt should be denied. 
RESPECTFULLY SlJBIv1ITTED on 17th day of 20ll. 
(7) ~ 
\<=>/~ . 
Charles A. BroVv'll 
Attorney for Defenda..'1ts/Appellants. 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
/ !k:I mailedbyregnlarfirstclassmail,anddeposited Ronald J. Landeck, Esq. 208-883-4593 
in the United States Post Office to: Landeck & Forseth 
sent by facsimile to: 
o sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 
class 
Office to: 
deposited in the United States Post 
o sent by Federal 
hand delivered to: 
overnight delivery 
In"'" 
!.:::I emailedto:attomeys@moscow.com 
on this 17th day of August, 2011. 
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DISTRlCT COURT OF SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF 
IDAHO, IN k'JD FOR COlJNTY OF PERCE 
JOHN M. Me VICARS and 
Mc VICARS, husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs/Respondents, 
v. 
BRET B. CHRlSTENSEN and 
EDDIEKA 
and wife, and 
QUARTER HORSES, 
limited liability company, 
Defendants/Appellants. 
) 
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) 
Case No. CV 07-01460 
DEFENDANTS' REPLY TO 
RESPONSE 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION 
TO STAY ENFORCEMENT 
OF JUDGMENT PENDING 
TO 
COME NOW the above-named defendants/appellants (hereafter defendants) the 
above-entitled matter by and through their attorney of record, Charles A. Brown, and hereby reply 
to Plaintiffs' Response Brief to Defendants' Motion to Stay Enforcement of Judgment Pending 
AppeaL 
DEFENDANTS' REPLY TO PLAINTIFFS' 
RESPONSE BRIEF TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO STAY E}';'FORCEl\1ENT 
OF JlJDGl\1ENT PENDING APPEAL 1 
Charles A Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 . 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 
As ill case, has a flurry 
accusations, and words. The motion stay is a simple one, in 
quo be maintained pending the appeal. 
pictures, journals, 
that the status 
As noted previously, this case is terribly unique in all of the plaintiffs' multiple 
allegations concerning the lack of safety aspect of u~e building and threat to the public have been 
disIPissed. That leaves the plaintiffs with their singular complaint, against the defendants, as to 
activity on their property. 
The above-entitled Court ruled that the legislative intent of the Rightto Farm Act was 
not a hurdle for the plaintiffs to overcome, but the revised version of the Right to Farm Act appears 
to apply to the facts of the case to defendants' benetlt. 
Regardless, what all of this comes down to now is an interpretation of the language 
of the Final Judgment which reads: 
... from Defendants' operation on any 
portion of Defendfults' property that lies to the west of Plaintiffs' 
property; (iii) driving vehicles that are not personally owned 
by Defendants andJor allowing vehicles that are not personally owned 
by Defendants to on Defendants' property that lies to the 
west of Plaintiffs' property. 
Vv'hat is before this Court now, in the form of contempt, is a literal interpretation of 
the above language. 
The Final Judgment 
question, from making hay sales, or 
not prohibit the defendants accessing the building in 
using their property in a lawful manner. 
Julie Mc Vicars' declarations lack specifics, for example: "Many of these vehicles are 
driven constantly behind our home by others and also Christensens. These vehicles are also 
driven on Sunday which means \ve do not have any relief on any day of the week." 
After May 11, 2011, the defendants have been conscientiously sure to comply with 
the restriction that any vehicles they drive on the property, specitlcally west of their property, are 
vehicles personally owned by them. 
The defendants have been very conscientious in adhering to this restriction in detail. 
DEFENDANTS' REPLY TO PLAINTIFFS' 
RESPONSE BRIEF TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO STAY ENFORCEMENT 
OF JUDGMENT PENDING APPEAL 2 
Charles A Brown, 
P.O. Box St 
Le,,~ston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 
Julie Mc Vicars makes complaint about dust, 
in the the 
how attempted to abate dust, flies, 
light despite those asriec·ts not 
in their affidavit, 
Now Julie McVicars is making complaint that the lights ofthe building are on past 
new bedtime of 8:00 p.m.; such is not a violation of the Final Judgment. 
Julie McVicars makes complaint ofthe dust, without mentioning the dust from the 
surrounding farm lands. She cannot, and does not, allege 
property is stirred by vehicles not O"vmed by the defendfults. 
Nothing 
the lCUJ'~W"'~'- of the Final 
ever satisfy 
UUi".l11'-'l1C for 
McVicars, 
dust stirred up from west of the 
the >-'-'L'U.U.HLJ have to look to 
As indicated in their the defendants have provided dust abatement on a 
repeated They are now permission of this Court to allow to have vehicles, 
not owned by personally, to for weeds, etc. so that 
the property around the building is 
the plaintiffs. 
in a presentable manner, \vhich would less obtrusive to 
The vehicles that the defendants do use on a moved north of 
the property line in question. There is still storage of some UlI)m,em: west plaintiffs' 
property, but this equipment was 
The Final Judgment 
defendants have simply removed the 
not make any reference to mUSIC. Regardless, the 
equipment from 
The plaintiffs have repeatedly called deputy 
defendants to obtaining guidance from the Prosecutor's 
the Court's order in any manner. 
Conclusion 
There is nothing the defenda.l1ts can do to 
UI.-LUUUL", in question. 
this relegated the 
an " ... ,>rn,,,,. to avoid violation of 
John and McVicars. Theonly 
language that the defendants can look to is the language of the Final Judgment which prevents them 
from centralizing their horse operation on any portion of defendants' property that lies west of 
plaintiffs' property, which they have done and adhered to in multiple ways. Also, they have 
refrained from driving vehicles that are not personally owned by the defendants and/or allowing 
DEFEl\1J).Aur..JTS' REPLY TO PLAINTIFFS' 
RESPONSE BRIEF TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO STAY ENrORCEMEN'T 
OF TIJDGMENT PENDING APPEAL 3 
Charles A Bro\\'ll, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225i324 Main St 
LeWistOD~ Idaho 83501 J Iq 
208-746-9947i208-746-5886 (fax) I 0; 
vehicles that are not personally ovvned by the defendants to be driven on 
lies west the plaintiffs' property, scrupulously adhered to. 
DATED on this 19th day of August, L 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney for Defendants/Appellants. 
I, Charles Brown, hereby that a true and correct copy the foregoing was: 
mailed regular first class mail, and der)OSlted 
in the United States Post Office to: 
sent facsimile to: 
sent facsimile and mailed regular first 
class 
Office to: 
deposited in the United States Post 
sent Federal 
band delivered to: 
on this 19th day of August, 2011. 
j2~ 
DEFEl\TDANTS ' REPLY TO PLAINTIFFS' 
RESPONSE BRIEF TO DEFEl\TDANTS' 
MOTION TO STAY E~ORCEMENT 
OF JLTDGMENT PENDING l,PPEAL 4 
Ronald 1. Landeck, Esq. 208-883-4593 
L>UJ,ju,",,-n. & Forseth 
CharJes A Brown, Esq, 
P,O, Box 12251324 Main St 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 
8' ! 011 2: 54 FF_X 208 883 4593 
J. LANDECK 
& FORSETH 
at Law 
P,O. Box 9344 
Moscow, ID 83843 
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No. 3001 
IN THE COURTOFTHE 
VS. 
and 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
lLED 
i \ '_ I ~'. ~. C~R' ·rT 'II/ ' L0:.v 
JUDICIAL OF 
COUNTY OF PERCE 
NO. CV 07 -01 
PLAINTIFFS' TO 
DEFENDANTS' BRlEF 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS) 
FOR 
John McVicars and Julie :McVicars ("McVicars"), through 
record, hereby reply to Defendants' Brief in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Contempt. 
PLAINTIFFS' REPLY TO DEFENDANTS' 
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION FOR CONTEMPT -- 1 
03/007 
50/ 
o 122/2011 MON : 5 FriX 2088834593 
Plaintiffs have fully complied with the set forth in Rule I.R.C.P. as 
brought in connection with a civil lawsuit. 
Rule governs all contempt proceedings a or as 
a separate but not apply to the prosecution LR.C.P. 
75. Pursuant to Rule 75(8)(5) nOl1summary proceeding is one in the contemnor is 
pnor the an nrn-.r,,-n a A civil sanction is one 
is conditional, can the contemnor 
been ordered court to do. LR.C.P. v. , 137 Idaho 
850,864,55 318 (2002). 
lfnot 8 must COD1ill 
a .75(c)(2). 
IS 
more 
violation of a court or affidavit must that 
either respondent or the respondent's attorney was served yvith a copy of 
the order or had actuallmov'lJedge of it. The written charge or affidavit need 
not aHege facts showing that the respondent's failure to comply with the 
court order Was "'>vmfnI. 
I.R.C.P.( c)(3) added). 
Defendants Plaintiffs' . to comply with I.R.C.P. 75(c)(3) 
to the Rule's requirement regarding a statement of service or knowledge of the order. Brief in 
Opposition at 10. However, based on the plain the statute as set out 
have complied with the Rule by stating 1n their written charge either the respondent or 
PLAI.NTIFFS' REPLY TO DEFE:N'DANTS' 
BRIEF OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
l\./IOTION FOR CONTEMPT -- 2 
rdJ004/007 
SO~ 
o /22/201 HON 12: 5 FF_X 208883459 
s was with a copy the or actual of " 
at 6. 
Defendants also argue they appealed Court's Final Judgment and 
complying this Judgment wiil it is "prejudicial 
an to make the court 
it not necessary to be 
111 , Briefin 
IN NOT RELOCATING 11", Defendants not 
their are not the fahic 
by to 
Comi's I.R.C.P.75(11)(1) 
ord or to assert an serve a 
to 
was 11l1aWare 
court ., .01' the 
to raise any 
defenses in their written in Opposition"). to do so, 
if they had raised an affirmative 
affim1ative defense by a the LR.C.P. 
Pursuant to 75(j)(1) the court must find a preponderance the 
of the elements of contempt have been proven and that 
comply with the order violated. "To impose a 
PLAINTIFFS' REPLY TO DEFENDANTS' 
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION FOR CONTEMPT -- 3 
contemnor the present to 
oomi must 
C 5! 0 0 
503 
08/22/20 1 MON 2: 54 F P ... X 2 83 4593 
a nn>nrnVl PPHF·P must 
court order in 
The Act is not on 
not 
is not 
for modification of this 
Motion for Contempt. 
Judgment is before 
are not to expand or 
at 9. It is unclear why Defendants 
to a Final 
injunction to remove the fabric no later than 
to do. judgment at 1. In addit10n, this Court's 
injunction prohibiting relocation the fabric 
PLAI1'TTIFFS' REPLY TO DEFENDANTS' 
IN OPPOSITION TO 
MOTION FOR CONTEMPT -- 4 
111 
0VU/ vv f 
that the contemnor 
to 
for Contempt. 
to 
to Act 
on 
on 
clearly set forth 
areas, centralizing 
/22/ 11 MON 12: 55 FT~X 208 8 45 3 
horse 111 areas, 
areas. at 2. 
Plaintiffs'respectfully COUli 
to Defendants' so as to 
to 
2011 
I on 
to be served on 
PLAINTIFFS' REPLY TO DEFEJ\1DANTS' 
BRIEF OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION FOR CONTEMPT -- 5 
& 
[ 
k1JOUtIGOI 
not 111 
powers contempt to put an 
the nmsance 
a tme com::ct copy of 
m manner 
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Charles A. BroVvTI 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-7 46-994 7 
208-746-5886 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@eableone.net 
Attorney for Defendants/Appellants. 
c 
IN DISTRlCT COlJRT OF THE SECO:NTI JUTIICIAL 
STATE OF IDAHO, AND FOR COUNTY OF 
JOHNM. MeVICARS and}lJLIE ) 
Me VICARS, husband and wife, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs/ ) 
Respondents, ) 
) 
~ ) CV 07-01460 
) 
B. CHRISTENSEN and ) SECOND 
EDDIEKA B. husband ) i\FFIDAVIT 
and wife, and BAR DOUBLE DOT ) CHRISTENSEN IN OPPOSITION 
QUAJc~TER HORSES, LLC, an Idaho ) TO MOTION CONTElvIPT 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Defendants/ ) 
Appellants. ) 
OF IDAHO ) 
ss. 
Counties of Nez Perce ) 
BRET B. CHRISTENSEN, being first duly sworn on his oath, deposes, and says: 
1. That your affiant is one of the defendants/appellants named herein and that 
he makes the following statements of his OV,,11 personal knowledge. 
SECOND }\FFIDA VIT OF DR BRET B. CHRISTENSEN 
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR CO:\'lE:M:PT 1 
Charles A. Brov,rn. Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St 
LewiSlOll, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
SOb 
2. hereby h'1Corporates his previous Affidavit of Dr. Bret B. Christensen 
in support of Defendants' Motion For Stay Pending Appeal as though fully set forth herein. 
3. Numbers of Animals - Since the Judgement, we bave owned tw'enty-nine 
(29) horses, seven (7) cows, and ten (10) chickens. We have boarded a total of twenty-five (25) 
horses, one (1) cow, and zero pigs, not all at tbe same time but an average of twelve to fourteen 
(12-14) animals at a time. This would be a combined total offorty-eigbt (48) animals owned and 
boarded. Tbe stalled animals have aU been kept right behind our borne and patio, either III the stalls 
or the corrals. Total number of people who have stalled their animals on our property is thirteen 
(13). Of those thirteen (13) people, six (6)(46%) people 
(54%) just use the stalls for housing their animals. 
their animals, which means seven (7) 
Court Order, of the six (6) boarders 
who ride their animals, there have only been two (15%) that have ridden in arena on a semI 
regular basis. a membership at the 4gers club and ride there or elsewhere. 
4. We have five (5) horses that are of our program of 
Lewiston. We also a pa..sture about five (5) miles from our home where we have anywhere 
from five to ten (5-10) horses at varying times 
5. Use of the property\vest of the McVicars- the Court Order we 
had two to four horses corralled at varying for If there were two m 
the corral, be of our horses, we own, that were held on the property west of the 
McVicars. were four (4), that of our horses. If you mto account all 
the other animals, including the boarders at 
of animals kept on the property directly behind 
(12) animals, the 
Mc Vicars home. 
6. The pasture that boarders the McVicar's 
of use is to 10% 
also onto the 
property that boarders our stalls and corrals, which is not part of the Court Order. have had 
anywhere from to five (3-5) (7%-12%) animals consistently on this property and up to seven 
to nine (7-9) (17%-22%). we let the that were in training out onto this 
property during a time of non-training, the total is then seven to nine (7-9) in the pasture. There 
have been instances when feeding horses in the lo\ver pastures, that the horses have gotten through 
the gate from the lower pasture to the upper pasture. We to get them caught and redistributed to 
the correct pasture as quickly as we can. Plaintiffs Exhibit is probably one of these times. It is 
more consistent to have a total of seven (7) horses combined between the corral and pasture. 
SECONTI AFFIDA V1T OF DR. BRET B. CHRISTENSEN 
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR CO}\;'TEMPT 2 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/314 Main SL 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 208·746·9947/208-~46·5886 (fax) 507 
7. We kept our chickens in a coup for the since the COUl1 
to roam property. tiU,C,U-\.J.VU is at our home. 
8. I have had outside mares that were brought onto my property for the 
purpose of breeding to my stallion. mares have all been and handled in close proximity 
to our home 1 Not one of them have ever even stepped onto my property that boarders the 
Mc Vicars. Centralization is at our home. 
9. Farriers - All of the Farriers since Court Order have done all the shoeing 
at the stall and hitching post area which is near our house. We used to have our horses shoes and 
trims done in the arena so 
in operation so as to be in 
the animals not on the property 
around our home, not even 
10. 
with feeders four 
would not be in hot sun and the rain. This is a change 
with the Court Order. As you can see, we have 78%-93% of 
Mc Vicars. Centralization of our horses is at and 
McVicars. 
(16) with feeders, four 
partitioned into six (6) corrals with 
pastures 
This is 
a total of twenty-sIx (26) " "p",eyre that our on our property. There have been a total ofhvO (2) feeders 
out of all on the property that boarder the Mc Vicar's property, 
a total of 
the property 
that boarders 
of our home. Again 
animals. That means 
of 
ofthe feeders are away 
H-,~U.LL'''' operation is not on property 
twenty-one 1) of those are within fifty (50) yards 
of our operation is our home. 
11. Hay - The hay operation is a significant income source for our business. In 
keeping with the Court Order since the 16, 2011, date that was explained in prevIOUS 
affidavit, we have used only our own personally vehicles on the property. Exhibit 7 of 
Plaintiff shows a vehicle that is north of the McVicar's property line and close to the northern border 
of the To put m on picture, you at the rear tire of the and 
can see the gate that is in 
in front of the truck 
northwest comer of the field. lfthe picture was to pan to the west, right 
the red storage building. Looking at Plaintiffs exhibit this piCKup 
and trailer is parked between red shed and our manure pile. Clearly north of the property line. 
SECONn AFFIDAVIT OF DR. BRET B. CHRlSTENSEN 
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR COhiEM.PT 3 
Charles A. Brown, 
PO. Box 1215/324 St. 
Le"istop~ Idabo 8350 i 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 50? 
12. Manure as 
none. See A of area where 
deposit their manure. Horses do not urinate on hard 
the feeder in the pasture, there is 
was moved and where the horses 
They do not like it the 
splash on their legs. They also like to poop on the same place, so the claim that the feeder 
accumulates manure and creates a problem is completely far as the feeder that is in the 
corral, it was stated in a previous affidavit that this corral was cleaned monthly. Also, as shown in 
Plaintiffs Exhibit my son is harrowing to spread manure so cannot reproduce in the 
manure piles. This is done on a basis. Notice in this exhibit that it takes a harrow to stir up 
dust, but is H'-'~''-'00 to spread manure. 
13. In paragraph 5, page of Julies McVicar's affidavit, she accuses us of 
"constantly" driving vehicles back 
of the six-wheeler 
forth just to 
hay to stalls 
and inflame the situation. See Exhibit 
pickup hay to be delivered. 
to traverse the distance U~'HH~ McVicar's home and the 
time it to traverse the distance, forty-three notice on this video 
sound ofthe wind was blo\.ving also that there was coming from the vehicle 
the hay. There was no water on the was brought out 
14. Distance Distance of McVicar's area and house from our 
building and fence-line. I have questioned so I 
borrowed a range finder to measure distance. Directly nPlTtPnr11 
got these 
McVicar's at their 
big window on their house lU,-.(.hO'"'-L to the correct measurement is 
150 From the northeast comer of the hay 
not the 90 feet always quoted in 
west side ofthe McVicar's patio on 
Mc Vicars home is 183 
From the \/UCU~',H"- to a pool pump that sits on the 
other side of a bunch of bushes, tbe measurement is 108 
feet. I would suspect, from the previous measurement from the building to the home and how the 
actual measurement is 183 feet vs. 90 that the patio is actually 120 feet from the building not 
the 60 feet always quoted. This type of exaggeration and perjury is so typical of the way in which 
the Mc Vicars have presented all of their evidence. I just wish I would have done these 
measurements before the triaL I just took their word for it I didn't think they would lie so blatantly, 
but now it is clear that they will distort anything and everything to get their way or me, even 
ifit takes ten (10) years". 
SECO"N'D AFFIDAVIT OF DR. BRET B. CHRISTENSEN 
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR CONTEIvfPT 4 
Charles A. Brown. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Sl 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208· 746·9947/208·746·5886 (fax) So 9 
15. Dust and Court Order - On page 3, 
statements that we are in obeying Court Order 
'-''-J,LUiU. their home. has stated previously, this 
Before May 16, 2011, when we thought 
Julie McVicars wants to hold us in contempt putting the 
Julie Mc Vicars continues to 
to customers and suppliers 
not happened since the 6, 1 , 
Order was August 1, 1, 
to reduce the dust, 
and then in the next breath she wants us to violate the same order to put Magnesium Chloride to 
abate the dust. So in June 2011, when it is customary to abatement, she that it 
is ok to vIOlate the Court Order, in order to 
and asked that very question, if my lawyer could contact and 
down the Magnesium Chloride. She told me they cannot make 
to Nancy Ceccarelli 
permission to put 
agr·eelmems and 
the Court Order. She we to follow the Court behind 
the judges back and 
equipment," it is not a matter it is a matter of the . 
Magnesium Chloride is not a simple matter. 
pumps tubing that is not 
equipment. On that same 
many times and 
Chloride. I do not 
we have put 
that we do, but 
water on the 
In paragraph 
so 
3, of her other cause 
dustto toward their property, 
in exhibit the in the middle of grain on 
us. We have dust at our too. We even the dust all the were 
Dust from the blows directions. We live in the country. 
16. Flies - The fly situation is 
control. harrow the fields, clean the corral by the 
catch flies and we also use fly killer to flies. 
that we have gone to great lengths to 
monthly, put fly catchers to 
are numerous products out there that 
kill flies. Rather than just take pictures of flies that land on your property, do as most people in the 
country do, buy and put up your own fly U'-'i.vU,''-' system. We do this at our home and do not have 
a severe fly problem. We do many things to control and suppress the fly situation. Vlhen we had 
more horses we had more flies than we have now. Also, it has been proven that flies can travel 
more than a mile away. There are numerous horse operations within that mile. There is no 
SECONTI AFFIDAVIT OF DR. BRET B. CHRISTENSEN 
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR CONl'EMPT 5 
Charles A. Brow11, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-;46-5886 (fax) 10 
that the come to the McVicar's came from our property. 
17 ~ On last page of the Julie McVicar's she states that . lives 
have been destroyed." It is interesting to note, the last two weeks we have on our 
patio and heard mUSIC and laughter and what sounds like parties cOrDing the patio area of the 
McVicar's home. I am extremely happy that are able to enjoy their patio area. 
18. Response to Julies Journal- On August 10,2011, I worked from 7:00 a.m. 
to 5 :00 p.m. I did not get home until 5:30 p.m. Then I went out and did the chores. I came into the 
house for a call from the Sheriffs department. I talked to a deputy and he stated that the Mc Vicars 
were complaining running around stirring up dust. to Id me that has horses 
sometimes they just run and playas mine do. He did not have any suggestions, but told me he was 
required to call and me know there was a complaint. 
19. On August 11, 
a ma.rKc~l1n person 
home around 4:00 
pickup dump 
back around 8 :00 p.m. I 
Double 
dump 
the property borders 
There are more reasons than just one 
1, I had patients from a.m. till noon. I then had a 
I did treatment 3:30 p.m. I got 
hay. I finished around 7:15 p.m. I loaded my 
on Lindsey creek pasture own horses). I got 
front of my McVicars. 
Care of my own horses IS a very 
we canjust 
anywhere on 
to be kept away from other horses. 
I think that 
so 
horses are in certain For instance, some 
horses get along with others some do not. See (video) of1:\\'o (2) horses that into 
the wrong field and were attacked other horses. I have to keep some horses tow (2) fields 
away from others so that 
capacity of a pasture. Each can 
across the fence. 
hold so 
there is the matter of carrying 
~H.UH~"~ before they will over eat the 
pasture and grass won't correctly and maintain the herd. I do not think that it is right, or 
fair, to have someone else dictating to me how to manage the care of my horse herd. Tbis would be 
a serious infringement, not only my property lights, but also my animals rights. I should be 
allowed to take care of these animals how I see fit. 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DR. BRET B. CHRlSTENSEN 
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR CONTEMPT 6 
Charles A. BrO\vl1, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) s 1/ 
21. PCT,nrlcpto JohnMc Vicar's affidavit - By his own statement, he was very 
hetums and states that he me. Wllen John McVicar entered 
arena, it was children were nr~>C'p'lT' ~.'~""LLLU.'" up 
old hay. He came in and yelled at me "Bret you have to abate your dust." I tried to to him 
that we put water, from trailer, on the road, yet he said this was not enough. I tried to explain that 
the Court Order prohibits me from allowing Atlas Sand and Rock to bring their truck onto my 
property, because I do not own their truck. wasn't talking over me as I tried 
to explain that 
and report it to 
use permit, that I states I have to apply a dust material 
Court 
to abate the dust. Wllen I saw 
doing this. He wouldn't listen and 
we were not getting anywhere productive, 
I told him that to leave my property was not welcome on my property, continued and 
I told now, He then to walk 
out of the arena it takes me ten (1 years, 
I break you!" 
and 
states his aU.ILLClV that I said "I can do what I want. I from 
the 
that I have 
ovm 
others 
case, then 
was not only 
are trespassing," IS 
it is extremely clear 
are 
(15) 
~~<~H',Uh in word but in demeanor. 
SECO]\iv.A.FFIDA "1T OF DR, BRET B. CHRlSTENSEN 
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR CONTEMPT 7 
III 
II never said such a all 
doing \vant on your 
feel that we should cognizant of 
the of John 
was 
left property? He 
Charles A. BroW[!, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
Lewiston, idaho 83501 
208-746-9947.'208-746-5886 (fax) 
5/~ 
DATED on day 201L 
SUBSCRIBED Al'<"TI S\VOR1~ to before me on this 
-~'-'--
(SEAL) 
I, Charles that a true and correct the -ern'PIT'" 
o 
o 
regular first class and dt]:loslteCl 
in the United States Post Office to: 
sent facsimile to: 
sent facsimile and ll'..ailed regular first 
class 
Office to: 
deposited in the United States Post 
sent by Federal reXlJIes,s. overnight 
o hand delivered to: 
nd 
on this day of August, 2011. 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DR. BRET B. CHRlSTENSEK 
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR COJ\TTEMPT 8 
Ronald J. Landeck, Esq. 
J,J~,,,~,,~,-~ & Forseth 
Avenue, Suite 9 
9344 
August, 2011. 
\vas: 
208-883-4593 
Charles A. Brovm. Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main Sl 
Lew1StOIL ldabo 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746.5886 (fax) 5 { 3 
Charles Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 
CharlesABrovvTI@eableone.net 
Attorney for Defendants/Appellants. 
DISTRICT COURT OF 
OF IDAHO, IN fu"JD 
JOHN M. Me VICARS and JULIE ) 
Me VICARS, husba.lld and ) 
) 
PlaintiffslRespondents, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
and ) 
EDDIEKA CHRISTENSEN, husband ) 
and yvife, and BAR DOUBLE DOT ) 
QUARTER HORSES, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Defendants! Appellants. ) 
Case 07-01460 
AMENDED OF 
TO: illiOVENA1vlliDRESPONDENTS,JOHN McvlCARSfu"JDJ1JLIEMcVICARS, 
A..'ND THEIR ATTORN""EY, RONALD J. LAi'\;1)ECK OF LMTDECK 
P.O. BOX 9344, MOSCOW, IDAHO 83843, A.l"JD CLERK OF THE ABOVE-
ENTITLED COURT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIV""EN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellants, BRET B. CHRISTENSEN and 
EDDIEKA CHRISTENSEN, husband and \vife, and 
AME:f\TDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
DOlTBLE DOT QUARTER HORSES, 
Ch",.les A Brown, Esq, 
P,O, Bex 12251324 Main St 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
appeal is U-F-,<LLLI.C,..the above-named respondents 
M. Me VICARS and IDLIE Mc VICARS to the Idaho Supreme Court LV...!c!~~~~~~ 
from the Final Judgment, dated 
Conclusions of Law, lli'1d Order, entered 
28, 2011, inclusive of Findings of Fact, 
above-entitled action on February 8, 2011, and the 
Honorable Carl B. Kerrick, District Judge, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in 
Rules 4 and 11 (a)(l) of the I.A.R. 
1 above are appealable orders under and to 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on which the appelllliits then 
intend to assert in the appeal; 
appellants from other 
(a) 
any such list of 
on appeal: 
on shall not .,.,r"'''c>'~+ 
Court erred when it concluded and ordered the 
Defendants' use property west Plaintiffs' home ~V~,'JCH a private nuisance; 
(b) 
their building and centralize 
District Court erred when it ordered the Defendants to LvHJvUL.., 
at a different location upon their property; 
Court erred when it ordered that the Defendants 
property the only vehicles which are personally on the property west of the 
owned by the Defendants may property that lies west of the Plaintiffs' property; 
District Court erred when it ordered a mandatory injunction 
Clt:nU.aIlLS to remove the fabric building from its current location on 
(d) that 
is hereby entered requiring 
Defendants' property by no later than August 1, 2011; and 
W 
its structural integrity lli'1d that it did not meet the applicable building code: of which fees lli'1d costs 
associated therewith are recoverable. 
4. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? If so, what 
portions? No. 
A.l'vLENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 2 
Charles ."- Brown, 
YO, Box i225/324 St. 
Lev,1stOll, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) S /5 
5. a reporter's transcript requested? Yes. 
The appellants request the rw?'yv>r"tuyn of the follovying portions of the 
the 
3, and October 8,2011, inclusive of any 
days 30 and 31, September 1, fuid 
by the parties. 
6. appellants request the following docu..rnents to included in the clerk's 
addition to automatically hlcluded Rule 28, I.A.R.: 
II Memorandum Opinion and Order on Defendants' Amended 
for Partial Summary Judgment 
.. Contentions of Law 
.. Defendants' response to Order for Trial 
" 
" 
" 
" 
7. I 
(a) 
reporter of whom a transcript 
a 
to Defendants' 
of this ~~~Notice of Appeal 
as LlCU.H'-'U below at 
been served on the 
set out below: 
Nancy Towler, Reporter, Nez Perce County Courthouse, 1230 Main Street, 
Lewiston, Idaho 8350L 
(b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
Charles A Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
AL\1El\1J)ED NOTICE OF APPEAL 3 Lev,';'ston, Idaho 83501 C-II_ 208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) V i '(l 
That the estimated fee record has been 
That the appellate been paid. 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to 
% 
DATED on this day of August, 2011. 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney Defendants/Appellants. 
I, Charles A. BrO\:vn, hereby certify that a true <L11d correct copy of the foregoing was: 
mailed by first class mail, and 
Ln the United States Post Office to: 
sent facsimile to: 
sent facsimile and mailed by 
class deposited in the L"nited States Post 
Office to: 
sent Federal delivery 
hand delivered to: 
AJvfENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 4 
@ 208-883-4593 
9 
Charles A. 3mwn, Esq. 
P.o. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 S 17 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
Charles A. BroVvTI 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABroVvTI@cableone.net 
Attorney for Defendants/Appellants. 
v. 
and wife, 
QUARTER 
limited liability 
Court, folloVving trial 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
sa> l 37 
TIJDIClAL DISTRJCT OF 
COUNTY OF 
Case No. CV 07-01460 
j-\i\1ENDED FINAL 
commenced on August 30, 2010, and having entered 
its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order this action on February 8, 2011, entered its 
Final Judgment on February 28,2011, and has now entered its Memorandum Opinion and Order 
on Motions for Attorney's Fees and Costs on July 18,2011, amends the Final Judgment as follows; 
IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED fu1-...JD DECREED: 
Charles A Brown. Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
l~J\1E};'DED FINAL IlJDGJY1ENT LevoistoD.. Idaho 83501 - J rJ 208.746.99471208·746.5886 (fax) S 0 
1. Judgment is hereby entered that Defendants' use of Defendants' real property 
west of Plaintiffs' real property constitutes a nmsance. real property is 
County (hereinafter particularly described in instrmnent number 689325, records 
"Defendants' property"). Plaintiffs' real property is particularly described in instI1Lment numbers 
566720 and 688737, records of Nez Perce County (hereinafter "Plaintiffs' property"). 
2. A mandatory injunction is hereby entered requiring Defendants to remove the 
fabric building from its current location on Defendants' property by no than August 1, 2011. 
3. To eliminate and fully abate the cumulative effect of the noise, dust, traffic, 
lights, odor building placement issues constituting this private 
is hereby entered prohibiting Defendants: (i) relocating the 
fabric building on any portion of Defendants' property that lies to 
eLL;:>,U,,"\.,\- a pennanent injunction 
building or any portion of the 
west of Plaintiffs' property; 
(ii) from Defendants' horse opc:ratl0n on portion of Defendants' property that lies 
to the west Plaintiffs' property; and (iii) vehicles that are not owned by 
Defendants and/or allowing vehicles that are not ,",,,,,.,,,,r> 
Defendants' property that lies to the west of 
4. 
5. 
Plaintiffs claim of public HUJt;'''""'"'v 
That attorney fees or costs as 
party in matter. 
6. Claims of the 
Judgment, are hereby dismissed. 
DATED on this 
A-1\1Er.,TIED FINAL nmGJyffiNT 
not 
Carl B. Kerrick 
District 
2 
Defendants to be driven on 
dismissed. 
are not awarded to either 
of by Amended 
Charles A Brov.11., Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St 
Lev.~stO!l, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947!208-746-5886 (fax) 511 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I do hereby certify that a t~lf~d correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, IJV"\-u-~,v 
prepaid, to the following parties on the,::7 -" day of A..ugtist, 2011. ~. 
Ronald 1. Landeck, Esq. 
Landeck & Forseth 
Attorneys at Law 
P.O. Box 9344 
Moscow, ID 83843 
AJ\1E1\TDED FINAL JUDGMENT 
C:~.P ("M I." r,(·{ 
.c:?' ---y "I-"_."V"- r--
I\:1r. Charles Brown 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1 
Lewiston, 83501 
PATTY O. \,lEEKS, Clerk 
3 
Charles A Brown, Esq, 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
LewlSton, Idaho 83511 C- ')0 
208·746·99471208-746·5886 (fa.x) .) '" 
!l C'l FRY 5: 59 FAX 208 383 4593 
RONALD J. LAJ\TDECK 
LA1'.TJJECK & FORSETH 
Attomeys at Law 
693 Styner Avenue, Suite 9 
p.o. Box 9344 
Moscow, lD 83843 
(208) 883-1505 
ISB No. 3001 
Attomeys for Plaintiffs 
IN DISTRICT 
OF 
JOHN M. MCVICARS AND JULIE 
MCVICARS, husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
VS. 
B. CHRISTENSEN AND EDDlEKA 
CHRISTENSEN; husband and wife, 
Defendants. 
SECOND 
FOR 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case 
------------------ ) 
FIL 
16 
CV07 0 
Plaintiffs John M. McVicars Julie McVicars ("McVicars"), through counsel of 
record, hereby submit, as by the Court, their ITrr'"''c>''' abatement conditions to be 
imposed and enforced on Defendants until resolution of the pending appeal of this Court's Final 
Judgment. 
MCVICARS' SUGGESTED ABATEMENT CONDITIONS -- 1 
C /1 /201 FRr 16; 59 FAX 8 8 593 
Because of the building's shape, construction and proximity to 
indoor and outdoor living area, Defendant's use of the building its present location will always 
conflict with McVlcars' residential uses in the respect that 
noise onto McVicars' patio and the interior of their home. 
building's shape magnifies any 
are McVicars' temporary 
suggestions that address abatement noise and ot~er nuisances associated with 
Ch.l'istensens' use ofthe property west ofMcVicars property until the Supreme COUli enters a 
final decision as to pending appeal: 
1. Christensens shall remove all hay from the building and not aUow any new hay to be 
2. 
hauled into building. Any new hay hau1ed to Christensens' property must be 
unloaded, stored and distributed north of Me Vicars' property. 
La. An alternative to suggestion 1, but not as desirable, is 
remove the hay from building from time to time by loading a 25-ton or larger 
semi-trailer a at a time and parking the semi-trailer the McVicars' 
property. semi-trailer would then be distribution feeding for 
stabled horses, for 
commercial hay sales. Any new 
evH""l.l':> horses, and for processing all other 
brought to the property shall be stored and 
sold north of McVicars l property and no newly delivered shall stored 
in the building. The loading and movement of the semi-trailer would occur 
during the hours of operation set forth in paragraph 2 below. 
Hours of operation for aU Christensen (including Double Dot LLC)-owned vehicles, 
tractors, soil conditioning rakes, water trucks, semi-trucks, flat-bed pickups, 4-
wheelers, 6th-wheelers, hay trailers, horse trailers and any other motorized vehicles 
MCVICARS' SUGGESTED ABATEMENT CONDITIONS -- 2 
llllOGj/005 
:; /1 I 2 0 1 F RI 1 5: 5 9 FAX 2 0 8 8 E j ';:, 3 
3. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
inside the building and on the roadway to McYicars' property shaH be from 
a,m, to 11 :00 a,m, only, no at on Saturday 
and Sunday or holidays. These hours operation shall be allowed only until the hay 
has been hauled out of the building, after which no vehicles shall be operated inside the 
building or on said roadway. 
Christensens shall remove the enclosed horse 
home up all manure in 
seed areas west of McYicars property, 
shall not any in this area 
Ln"3it~,U with grass suitable 
lights 
No music or 
All semi-tmcks, 
tumed on 
m 
trailers, flat-bed 
be parked 
cause dust 
the McYicars' property to 
to 
District Court shaH provide a means by 
and feeder from behind McYicars' 
area and shall place 
shall not allow any 
and until 
the building at any 
or 
area 
or re-
Christensens 
or outside building at any time. 
hay sales or 
property, 
to be applied to adjacent to 
to a 5 mile limit 
McYicars may seek immediate 
of any abatement conditions imposed. 
Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court grant the McVicars Suggested Abatement 
MCVICARS' SUGGESTED ABATEMENT CONDITIONS -- 3 
09/16/2011 FRI 16: 59 FAX 208 883 4593 
Conditions to be force and effect until such time as the Supreme Court enters its decision on 
pending appeal of matter. 
this 16th day of September, 2011. 
LANDECK & FORSETH 
McVicars and 
I hereby certify that on this 16th day of September, 1, 1 caused a true and corTect 
this document to served on the following individual below: 
[ ] U.S. CHARLES A. BROWN, ESQ. 
ATTORNEY AT LAW [ ] Standard Overnight Mall 
P.O. BOX 1225 [ X ] 746-5886 
LEWISTON, 83501 Hand Delivery 
MCVICARS' SUGGESTED ABATEMEr-,TT CONlJlTIONS -- 4 
~V'JJI vv..) 
CHARLES A. BRO\NN 
September 16, 2011 
VIA REG1Jl-'L~ MAIL Ai'JD FACSIMILE TO: 208-799-3058 
The Honorable Carl B. Kerrick 
District Judge 
Nez Perce County Courthouse 
P.O. Box 896 
Lewiston, ID 8350] 
Judge Kerrick: 
Re: McVicars v. CV 07-01460 
ATIORNEY AT LAW 
In regard to the interim are contemplating, you had asked for r.1r. LJ~'~'U'-Ad' 
provide you our thoughts on the matter by September 9, 2011. I had written 
family that the had confronted with Mr. Landeck 
that he was to moving that deadline to September 16, 2011. 
These are the suggestions we have pending outcome of the appeal. 
I to 
No. 1 - No music emanating from the building. The speakers are still dangling from the 
upper reaches of the building, but any type of music making equipment has been 
from the building so that no one can inadvertently turn on the sound system. 
No.2 - Lights out from within the building by 9:00 p.m. 
No.3 - Dust abatement in the form ofMgCl or gravel on at least a yearly basis. This dust 
abatement can be applied by the Christensens or a third party. 
No.4-Any m&'1urepile will be kept north of the McVicars' property line. 
No.5 - Any vehicles or trailers not OWlled by the Cbristensens would be kept north of the 
McVicars' property line. 
No.6 - If removal or cleaning of the premises surrounding the building is required to be 
LE~l~Et~l£~rFRb~ E1ri\.~~ A~~W~rfurter{ml~ 19AUffl~~rnance 
ISSUES S _) '" 
324 Main St., P.O. Box 1225, lewiston, 1083501 D)v 
(208) 14Q!-:>~IOO 
Honorable Carl B. Kerrick 
Page 2 
September 16, 2011 
work even jf a third-party vehicle is required to accomplish the same. Any use of the 
Christensen's property south ofthe Mc Vicars' north property line would be limited in regard 
to hay sale purposes from 7: 00 a.ill. to 7 :00 p.m. Monday through Saturday. During this 
period, the loading of the customer vehicles and trailers pIcking up the hay would occur 
within the confines of the building so that the dust caused by the loading and unloading 
process would be contained within the confines of said building. The traversing of the 
property for purposes of hay sales as between the building the north boundary of the 
Mc Vicars' property cannot occur prior to 7 :00 a.m., Monday through Saturday nor after 7 :00 
p.m., Monday through Saturday, and, of course, not at any during Sunday. 
No.7 Ifhorses are 
on a monthly basis. 
corral near arena for training 
The intent of the above is not intended to prevent 
property unless specifically limited herein. 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Sincerely, 
/J / I G)~ 
Charles Brown 
Attorney at Law 
CAB:blr 
cc: Dr. and Mrs. Bret B. Christensen 
Ronald J. Landeck, by facsimile to: 208-883-4593 
the corral will be cleaned 
otherwise enjoying 
LETTER RECEIVED FROM CHARLES A. BROWN 9119/2011 RE: ABATEMENT 
lliSUES 1 
IN 
JOHN M. Mc VICARS 
Mc VICARS, husband 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
BRET B. CHRISTENSEN 
EDDlEKAB. 
and wife, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
. husband ) 
) 
) 
) 
fl 
~T 
CV 
This matter came before the Court on the Defendant's to Stay 
Enforcement of Judgment Pending Appeal. l The Plaintiffs were represented by Ronald 
Landeck, of the firm Landeck and Forseth. The Defendants were represented by Charles 
BroVvTI, Attorney at Law. parties each submitted in vvriting suggested abatement 
J The Plaintiffs also filed a Motion for Contempt; however, the motion was withdrawn in the process of 
determining the parties would submit suggested abatement conditions to be imposed upon the Defendants 
pending the outcome of the appeal. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTIO;-..J TO STAY 1 
ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT AND 
IMPOSITION OF ABATEMENT CONDITIONS 
DURING INTERIM TLME PEr.,TDING APPEAL 
conditions to imposed upon the Defendants' use of the the of 
the The Court, being fully advised in matter, hereby its 
decision. 
WiLhin the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order submitted on 
February 8, 2011, and the Final Judgment entered on February 28,2011, the Defendants 
were ordered to relocate the fabric building which is the focus of this lawsuit. The 
Defendants were required to relocate the no later than 1,2011. The 
Defendants are appealing Court's determination, which is currently f-'v>L~LC'LF,' In 
conjunction with appeal, the UerenLQ3ji1l a motion to stay em[on:::enl1eru of the 
F,LH'-HC pending the appeaL For purposes the Defendants' to appeal 
this Court's the Defendant's to stay IS 
granted. 
it is appropriate that certain be imposed upon use of the 
nr{,ne'rt~ which Jies west 
l. music or PA in operation or the building at 
3j[}y time. 
2. The lights on interior and the of the Ul1l.LHi"" must be turned off by 
8:30 p.m. through Saturday, and no lights will be allowed on Sunday 
3j[}d Monday. 
3. All manure will be kept north ofthe McVicars' property line. The 
Christensen's are not prohibited from having horses on the property which is 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO STAY 2 
ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT AND 
IMPOSITION OF ABATEMENT CONDITIONS 
DURlNG INTERIM TIME PENDING APPEAL 
west the McVicar's ",yr,",","',"'" must be made 
to manure area. 
4. hay sales operation from the 
Hay sales deliveries shall limited from a.m. to 7:00 
shall be no delivery or retrieval hay 
for fabric ~'"'-~~'h on Sunday or HHJHU.U , or on holiday 
through the 
Day 
5. Vehicles that are not access hay from the 
fabric building, 
VV'.HH.'~0 of 
motors must 
off during 
~UjS'.u',-, idling during shall to 
the property to amount to facilitate their business. 
6. abatement material shall be to the roadways to 
McVicars' property, and a 5 speed limit shall be imposed on 
roadways. 
7. Third party vehicles may be on property for purposes of 
maintenance; however, such maintenance is prohibited on Sundays and 
Mondays, and must be completed during daylight hours Tuesday through 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO STAY 3 
ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT A1\JD 
IMPOSITION OF ABATEMENT CONDITIONS 
DURING INTERIM: TIME PENDING APPEAL 
and 
on 
Saturday. Defendants shall strive to keep third-party vehicle use on the 
property at a minimum. 
8. semi-trucks, trailers, flat-bed tmcks and vehicles used purposes of 
hay sales or horse operations shall be parked north McVicars' property 
line. 
Based upon the foregoing analysis, Defendant's HVCnJH to Stay Enforcement 
of Judgment Pending Appeal is granted. In _,..,~"',..., conditions set 
forth above are imposed the 
resolved appeaL 
The Motion to 
hereby GRANTED. IS 
imposed upon the 
this matter. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO STAY 4 
ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGl\1ENT AND 
IMPOSITION OF ABATEl\1ENT CONTIITIONS 
DURING INTERlM TIME PENDING APPEAL 
use of the matter is 
of Judgment Pending Appeal is 
conditions will 
the appeal in 
of October 2011. 
53 
f'p.rnru that a true copy the foregoing ORDER GRlli'-JTING MOTION STAY 
OF JlJDGMENT A.ND llvfPOSITION C01\TDITIONS 
TI\1E l\PPEAL was: 
faxed this 
---
day of October, 2011, or 
_-"--_ hand delivered via court basket this __ day of October, 2011, or 
_'---_ mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lew'iston, Idaho, t1is 
Ronald J, Landeck 
Landeck and Forseth 
P.O. Box 9344 
\1oscow, ID 83843 
Charles 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO STAY 5 
ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT AND 
IMPOSITION OF ABATEMENT CONDITIONS 
DURING INTERIM TIME PENTIING APPEAL 
/fl (v 
-day of October, 
53) 
Charles A. Bro\Vll 
Attomey at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrovvTI@eableone.net 
Attomey for Defendants/Appellants. 
l 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT SECONu JlJDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN A-L,\1]) FOR THE C01JNTY OF 
JOHN M. MeVICARS and 
MeVICARS, husband 
Plaintiffs/Respondents, 
v. 
BRET B. CHRISTENSEN 
LILL"l~'" B. CHRISTENSEN, 
and wife, and BAR DOUBLE DOT 
QUARTER HORSES, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Defendants/Appellants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case CV 07-01460 
DEFENuANTS/ APPELLAl"JTS' TO 
OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD 
AND TO ADD TO, 
FROM, ANu CORRECT THE 
TO: THE .ABOVE PLAINTIFFS/RESPO"NuENIS, JOHN M. Me VICARS and 
JULIE Me VICARS, husband and wife, and their Record, RONALD J. 
LAl'JuECK of the firm of Landeck & Forseth, A.l,rO CLERK OF 
.ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN TRA T: 
The defendants/appellants, BRET B. CHRISTENSEN and EDDIEKA B. 
CHRISTENSEN, husband and wife, and Rtili DOlJBLE DOT QUAl~TER HORSES, LLC 
DEFENlJA),rrSiAPPELLANlS' OBJECTION TO 
CLERK'S RECORD Ac'ffi REQlJEST TO ADD 
TO, DELETE FROM, AND CORRECT THE SlIME 1 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St 
Lewiston. Idaho 83501 
208· 746·9947/208·746·5886 
(hereinafter rpT'~rT-f·t1 to as defendants) by Bro\\'ll, 
it be subtracted from, ect to the Clerk's provided on 1, and 
1. the defendants object to the documents being included in the 
Clerk's record: 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, 29-30 
Plaintiffs' Answering Brief in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment, pp_ 31 
Affidavit of Jennifer Menegas, pp. 45-48 
Affidavit of John McVicars, pp. 
Affidavit of Bryce Stapley, pp. 
Affidavit of Julie McVicars, 
Defendants' Amended Motion Partial Summary Judgment, pp. 198-200 
Brief in Opposition to Defendants' Plaintiffs' Second 
Summary 
Second Affidavit 
Third 
filed 19, 201 12 
matter amended additional 
documents on above-referenced (VT'TnCC'Y11 co and which 
are not documents appeal, nor within the scope 
Record. 
the 
of Second Aftldavit of 
Julie Mc Vicars filed November 9, it be removed from the 
Clerk's Record, which scope of the appeaL 
3. In d~fendants request that the Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment filed January 19, 2010, pp. 193-1 
document is not a proper 
removed from the Clerk's Record, which said 
of the appeaL 
4. 
Clerk's Record: 
08/0912011 
08/09/2011 
08/09/2011 
08/1112011 
documents be added to 
Motion to Stay Enforcement of Judgment Appeal 
Brief in Support of Motion to Stay Enforcement of Judgment 
VU~LHh Appeal 
Affidavit Bret B. Christensen in Support of Defendants' 
Motion for Stay Pending Appeal 
Plaintiffs for Contempt Defendants and Brief 
DEFEN1)ANlS/A.PPELLANTS' OBJECTION TO 
CLERK'S RECORD ANn REQ1JEST TO },.DD 
DELETE FROM, "~"TD CORRECT THE SAl\1E - 2 
Charles A. BrQ\\l11, 
PO Box 1225/324 St 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
205-746-9947/208-746-5886 
1 
Third 
Julie McVicars 
John M. McVicars 
Notice to Appear on Plaintiffs' Motion for Contempt 
1 Plaintiffs Motion to 
Enforcement Pending Appeal 
Fifth Affidavit of Julie McVicars 
FOlli'1:h Affidavit ofJohn M. 
Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Final Judgment and Brief 
Defendants 
1 Defendants' Response to Charge of Contempt 
1 Brief In Opposition to Motion for Contempt 
1 Affidavit of Dr. Bret B. in Opposition to 
Motion for Contempt 
1 Defendants' Reply to Plaintiffs' 1'-'-'0tJ\JIE,,, Brief to 
Defendants' to Enforcement of Judgment 
Pending Appeal 
11 Plaintiffs' 
1 Second 111 to 
1 
McVicars' 
Christensen 
1 Order 
These documents were filed the to recent order 
issued in the matter and the 
5. Thus, the defendants removed from 
Clerk's Record and that the additional added to into Clerk's 
Record. 
Oral argument is requested. 
on this 27th day 2011. 
Charles A. Brovm 
DEFENDANTS/APPELLANTS' OBJECTION TO 
CLERK'S RECORD ~ ~l) REQ1..TEST TO ADD 
TO, DELETE FROM, Ac.'ID CORRECT THE Siu\1E 3 
for Defendants! Appellants. 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225i324 Main SL 
Lewiston. Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 53 
I, A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct of the 
mailed first class and 
in the United States Post Office to: 
sent facsimile to: 
1. 
DEFENTIANTSiAPPELLANTS' OBJECTION TO 
CLERK'S RECORD ANTI REQtJEST TO ADD 
TO, DELETE FROM, ANTI CORRECT THE SAJVill - 4 
Ronald J. Landeck, 
Landeck 
693 Styner Avenue, Suite 9 
9344 
v,ras: 
208-883-4593 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St 
Lewiswn, Idaho 83501 
20S-746-9947/208·746-S886 (faS-3 S 
RONALD 1. LA1\1J)ECK 
LANDECK & FORSETH 
at Law 
9344 
MoscO\v,ID 83843 
883-1505 
ISB No. 
attomeys@moscow.com 
Attomeys for Plaintiffs/Respondents 
IN 
JOHN M. McVICARS al1d 
McVICARS, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
OF 
BRET B. CHRlSTENSEN and 
EDDIEKA B. CHRISTENSEN, husband 
and wife, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV 
FROM, AND 
SAME 
TO: ABOVE NAMED DEFE}\;1)ANTS/APPELLANTS AND THE PARTIES' 
ATTORN'EY, OF ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Plaintiffs/Respondents JOh11 M. McVicars and Julie 
McVicars (sometimes "McVicars"), tr.Iough counsel of record, respond to 
PLAINTIFFS/RESP01\TDENTS' RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS/ 
APPELLANTS' TO [sic] OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD 
AND REQUEST TO ADD TO, DELETE FROM, ANn CORRECT 
THE S&\1E-- 1 
l.l./L (L l' 17: 20 Fp.A 2 'j ti:i3 4593 
Defendants/Appellants' To Objection to Clerk's and Request to Add To Delete 
Conect the Same "Christenscns' as 
Although no rule is cited by Defendants/Appellants as authority for this Court's 
consideration of Christens ens' Objection, it would appear Rule 29(e) I.A.R. is the basis. Rule 
charges this Court to make a determination regarding any objections to the Clerk's Record that 
are filed and, after such determination is made, to deem Record settled order. 
Defendants/Appellants have, however, done more in Objection than object 
to the Clerk's Record, rather they requested additions to the time for 
expired under Rules 1 19 
Paragraph 1 of Christens ens' Objection objects to (11) named 
documents in the Clerk's Record. McViears do s Record 
omission ofthese documents Clerk's Record. documents were 
by MeVicars for inclusion in the Clerk's lRespondents' Request 
Additional Records filed with Court on April 20, 1, all omitted when 
Plaintiffs'IRespondents' Amended Request for Additional Record was May 25,2011 
following the filing of Appellants' Conected Notice of Appeal on 2011. 
Paragraph 2 of Christensens' Objection objects to inclusion Second Affidavit of Julie 
McVicars filed November 9,2009. McVicars asserts that this document was filed in support of 
Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint and Brie£: which motion is a of the record, and, 
therefore, this affidavit relates to the Amended Complaint which is properly before the Supreme 
Court on appeal. 
PLAINTIFFS/RESPO]\''DENTS' RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS! 
APPELLANTS' TO [sic] OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD 
ANTI REQUEST TO ADD TO, FROM, AND CORRECT 
THESAME--2 
lQjVV 4i /VUI:; 
537 
:. ~! L / .L T 
3 Chr1stensens' Objection that J.J"Lv~'.U= for 
filed 9, be removed to 
settling the Clerk's Record the omission of this document. McVicars had not requested inclusion 
oftl:1is document. 
Paragraph 4 Christensens' Objection seeks to add twenty-one (21) to 
Clerk's Record. McVicars the addition of twenty these documents, being 
v;:>J.}SlJ.aL'-,,-" documents =0.=::": the Amended September 1, 
documents no bearing OIl the scope of the Amended of Appeal, which is on 
trial of this matter, the findings conclusIons the Amended 
Judgment deemed it 
to appeal" to enter an the judgment is not gelm::me to any 
and use documents would be to on 
process that was utilized Court in 
"'''PTTlpnl conditions not man 
to undem1me the hial. 
argument is 
DATED this 22nd of November, 2011 
LANuECK & FORSETH 
By-.----~-------------------------------------
for PlaintiffslRespondents 
PLArNTIFFSlRESPONuENTS' RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS! 
APPELLANTS' TO [sic] OBJECTION TO CLERICS RECORD 
AND REQUEST TO ADD TO, DELETE FROM, AND CORRECT 
THE SAlvfE-- 3 
3f 
I hereby that on this day 1, I caused a true and correct copy 
this document to be served on the following individual mfu'llier indicated 
CHARLES A. BROWN, ESQ. 
P.O. BOX 
LEWISTON, ID 
] U.S. Mail 
] Federal Standard Ovemight Mail 
(208) 746-5886 
[X] Email to 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
PLAINTIFFSIRESPOhTDENTS' RESPONSE TO DEFEhTJ)ANTS/ 
APPELLANTS' TO [sic] OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD 
ANTI REQUEST TO ADD TO, DELETE FROM, AND CORRECT 
THE SAME--4 
IN 
) 
mUE ) 
) 
) CV 460 / 
Plaintiffs/Respondents, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendants/Appellants. ) 
) 
This matter came before the Court on the Defendants/Appellants' Objection to 
Clerk's Record and Request to Add to, Delete from, and Correct the Same. The 
Plaintiffs/Respondents were represented by Ronald Landeck, of the firm Landeck and 
Forseth. The Defendants/Appellants were represented by Charles Brown, Attorney at 
Law. 
ORDER ON DEFE};'DANTS/APPELLANTS' 1 
OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD AND 
REQUEST TO ADD TO, DELETE FROM, 
fu,,\D CORRECT THE SAME 
parties are the Court to contents of the record 
will be presented upon appeal. LA.R. 29 discusses corrections, additions, and 
deletions to the appellate record. The rule states in pertinent 
The parties shall have 28 days from the date of the service of the transcript 
and the record within which to file objections to the transcript or the 
record, including requests for corrections, additions or deletions. In the 
event no objections to the reporter's transcript or or agency's record 
are filed within this 28-day period, the and record shall be 
deemed settled. Any objection made to the reporter's 
or agency's record must be accompanied by a notice 
for hearing and shall be heard determined 
administrative from which 
determination is the reporter's UUL'0VL 
record shall be deemed settled as ordered by 
administrative 
LA.R.29. 
It is appellants' responsibility to provide a record to 
their claims on appeaL appellant to provide a sufficient 
substantiate or on appeal. In a record IS to 
appellant's claims, we will not presume error below." Jacklin Land Co. v. 
Blue Dog RV, Inc., 151 Idaho 242, P.3d 1 8, 1245 (2011), citing 
Community Ins. Co. v. Kickers, Inc., 137 Idaho 305, 306, 48 P.3d 634,635 (2002) 
(citations omitted in original). 
Having heard the arguments of counsel, and considering the record as a whole, 
the following documents will be REMOVED from the clerk's record: 
• Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 29-30 
• Plaintiffs' Answering Brief in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment, pp. 31-44 
• i<\.ffidavit of Jennifer Menegas, pp. 45-48 
ORDER ON DEFENDANTS/APPELLANTS' 
OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD AND 
REQUEST TO ADD TO, DELETE FROM, 
AND CORRECT THE S.~ME 
2 
to 
S'!-I 
193-194 
McVicars, 68-75 
Stapley, pp. 49-67 
McVicars, pp. 76-120 
rLUL'-ll'''-''''-' Motion Partial 
for Summary Judgment 
following UV\.>LULl'-UL within 
The 
" 
" 
1 
08/09/2011 
08/1112011 
Julie Me Vicars filed 
to 
11 Fourth 
11 
11 Plaintiffs' 
6/2011 
6/2011 Fourth 
08116/2011 
08117/2011 
08117/2011 
08/17/2011 
Motion for Contempt 
Judgment, i98-
to Defendants' Motion 
201 12 
January 1 2010, pp. 
s record: 
9,2009, 140-172 
record: 
for 
to Stay 
Final Judgment and Brief 
of Contempt 
Motion for Contempt 
in Opposition to 
08119/2011 Reply to Response Brief to 
Defendants' Motion to Stay Enforcement of Judgment 
Pending 
08/22/2011 Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendants' Opposition to 
Plaintiffs' Motion for Contempt 
EI!; 08/22/2011 Second Affidavit Bret Christensen in Opposition 
ORDER ON DEFENDANTS/APPELLANTS' 
OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD AND 
REQUEST TO ADD TO, DELETE FROM, 
AND CORRECT THE SAME 
3 
to Motion 
1 
McVicars' 
Christensen Abatement 
11 Order Granting Motion to Stay Enforcement of Judgment 
LA.nd Imposition of Abatement Conditions During Interim 
Time Pending Appeal 
The clerk of court is directed to revise the record as set forth above. Then, 
as required tAR. the reporter's transcript clerk's record is deemed settled 
upon the action directive. 
Based upon the Tru·pr"", clerk of court is ordered to modify the 
clerk's record as UJn::cu;u 
Objection to Record and Request to 
from, and Correct is hereby part, DENIED in 
described withL'1 court is directed to modify 
clerk's record as set upon completion of the reporter's 
transcript and clerk's IS U,"".UH.A" SETTLED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated 
ORDER ON DEFENDANTS/APPELLANTS' 
OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD AND 
REQUEST TO ADD TO, DELETE FROM, 
ANDCORRECTTHESA~ 
4 
2011. 
to, 
as 
this day of December, 2011, or 
___ hand via court basket day of December, 2011, or 
postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this -==--_ day of 
December, 2011, to: 
Ronald]. Landeck 
Landeck & Forseth 
P.O. Box 9344 
Moscow,ID 83843 
Charles A. 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
ORDER ON DEFENDANTS/APPELLANTS' 
OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD A1\'D 
REQUEST TO ADD TO, DELETE FROM, 
AND CORRECT THE SAME 
5 
IN DISTRICT COURT 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
OF THE SECOND JUD CIAL ISTRICT OF 
1L~D FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JOHN M. MCVICARS and JULIE 
MCVICARS, husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs-Respondents, 
v. 
BRET CHRISTENSEN and EDDIEKA 
CHRISTENSEN, and 
wife, and BAR DOUBLE DOT 
HORSES! LLC! an I 
Limited lity 
De s llants. 
If DeAnna P. Grimm, 
SUPREME COURT NO. 38705 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
Clerk of the istr Court of 
the Second Judicia District of the State of and for 
Nez Perce do certi that the att list is a 
ist of the ts off or tted and whi been 
1 with the Court or retained as i cat 
the ts were too large to copy on the copy machine so I had 
to reduce them to fit on the paper. I also had to write the 
exhibit #'s on many of the exhibits as the exhibit #'s were not 
1 e after copying. Please make reference to the Affidavit of 
Renee Evans filed May 31, 2011 which contains a list of exhibits 
that were expunged marking over tten comments us a 
black marker. I was present when Renee Evans expunged the trial 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
exhibit:s the ~tten comments us ng a black 
marker. ) 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and aff the 
seal the Court this day of 2011~ 
P]\.TTY O. WEEKS I Clerk 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
Date: 9/21/201 icial District Court - Nez Perce Co 
Time: 02:14 
1 of 27 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Exhibit Summary 
Case: CV-2007 -0001460 
John M McVicars, etal. vs. Bret B eta!. 
Sorted by Exhibit Number 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #1--photo 
ADMI-, I ED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #2--photo 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT #3--sketch 
of properties ADMITTED 9/1/10 
(illustrative) 
PLAINTIFFS EXHiBIT 
ADMITTED 8/31/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 7T ...... __ nn"u-, 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #6--4/9/06 
letter ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#7 --4/25/06 letter to Pat 
Rockefel!er ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#8--4/25/06 letter to Christensens 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#9--4/26/06 letter ADMITTED 
9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#10--4/27/06 letter to City of 
Lewiston ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#11--4/27/06 letter to 
Christensens ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#12--5/1/06 letter ADMITTED 
8/31/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#13--5/4/06 letter ADMITTED 
9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#14--3/23/07 letter ADMITTED 
9/e'ERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
Location 
Result Item Number 
Admitted to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
to: Ronald j 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Destroy 
Notification 
Date 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy or 
Return Date 
Date: 9/21/2011 Seeo ~·~dicial District Court - Perce User: DEANNA 
Time: 02:14 PM Exhibit 
2 of 27 Case: CV-2007 -0001460 
John M McVicars, eta!. vs. Bret B eta!. 
Sorted by Exhibit Number 
Location 
Destroy 
Notification or 
Number Description Result Item Number Date Return Date 
15 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#15--3/26/07 letter ADMiTTED 
9/1/10 Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
16 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#16--4/5/07 letter ADMITTED 
9/1/10 Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
17 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBiT Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
#17--4/16/07 letter ADMITTED 
9/1/10 Assigned to: Ronald J 
18 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
#18--4/24/07 letter ADMITTED 
9/1/10 Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
19 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
#19--4/26/07 letter ADMITTED 
9/1/10 Assigned to: Ronald J 
20 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#20--6/8109 letter ADMITTED 
8/31/10 Assigned to: Ronald J 
21 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#21--notice of 
ADMITTED 9/1 Assigned to: Ronald J 
22 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#22--2/4/10 letter ADMITTED 
9/1/10 Assigned to: Ronald J 
23 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#23--McVicars shop check 
ADMITTED 8/31/10 Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
24 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#24--2/19/03 invoice ADMITTED 
8/31/10 Assigned to: Ronald J 
25 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#25--warranty deed inst. #688737 
ADMITTED 8/31/10 Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
26 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#26--warranty deed inst. #689325 
ADMITTED 8/31/10 Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
27 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#27--warranty deed inst. #753007 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
28 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#28--10/22/09 summary 
Ae~Rf§Et~A.lt~ OF EXHIBITS Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J s'l-f 
Date: 9/21/2011 
Time: 02: 14 PM 
30f27 
'Jdicial District Court - Nez Perce Cou 
Exhibit 
Case: CV-2007-0001460 
John M McVicars, eta!. VS. Bret B eta I. 
Sorted by Exhibit Number 
Location 
Number Description Result Property Item Number 
29 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#29--6/30/10 summar! 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
30 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #30--2007 Offered On to Deanna 41 
DVD OFFERED 9/1/1 O--COURT 
RESERVED RULING Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
31 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #31--photo Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
32 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #32--photo Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
33 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #33--photo Admitted On to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
34 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
to: Ronald J 
35 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
36 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #36--photo Admitted On to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to Ronald J 
37 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
38 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
39 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #39--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
40 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #40--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
41 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #41--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
42 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #42--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy or 
Date Return Date 
Date: 9/21/2011 
Time: 02:14 PM 
4of27 
'·jdicial District Court - Nez Perce 
Exhibit 
Case: CV-2007-0001460 
John M McVicars, etal. vs. Bret B eta I. 
Sorted by Exhibit Number 
Number 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
Description 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #43--2 
photos ADMiTTED 9/1110 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #44-- 2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #45-- 2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #46--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #47--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT #48--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #49--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #50-- 2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
51 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #51--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
52 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #52--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
53 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #53--photo 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
54 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #54-- 2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
55 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #55--photo 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
56 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #56--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
Result 
Location 
Property Item Number 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted 
Assigned to: 
Admitted 
Assigned to: 
On to Deanna 4/ 
Ronald J 
On appeal to Deanna 
Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Destroy 
Notification 
Date 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy or 
Return Date 
Date: 9/2 icial District Court - Nez Perce User: DEANNA 
Time: Exhibit Summary 
5 of 27 Case: CV-2007-0001460 
John M McVicars, eta!. vs. Bret B Christensen, etal. 
Sorted Exhibit Number 
Location 
Destroy 
Notification Destroy or 
Number Result Property Item Number Date Return Date 
57 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #57--photo Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
58 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #58--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITIED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
59 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #59-- Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photo ADMITTED 9i1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
60 PLAINTIFF'S EXHiBIT #60--photo Admitted On Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
61 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #61--photo Admitted On to Deanna 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
62 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #62--photo Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
to: Ronald J 
63 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #63--photo Admitted On to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
64 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBiT #64--photo Admitted On to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
65 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #65--3 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
66 PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT #66--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITIED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
67 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #67--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITIED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
68 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #68--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
69 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #69--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
70 PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT #70--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITIED 9/1/10 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 5'5/ 
9/21/201 District Court - Nez Perce Co User: DEANNA 
Time: 02:14 Exhibit Summary 
60f27 Case: CV-2007-0001460 
John M eta!. VS. Bret B eta!. 
Sorted Exhibit Number 
Storage Location 
Destroy 
Notification or 
Number Result Item Number Date Return Date 
71 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #71--2 Admitted to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
72 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #72--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
73 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #73--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
74 PLAINTIFF'S EXHiBIT #74--photo Admitted On to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
75 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
76 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #76--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
to: Ronald J 
77 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #77--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
78 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #78--photo Admitted On to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
79 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #79--photo Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
80 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #80--photo Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
81 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #81--photo Admitted On to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
82 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #82--photo Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
ADMIDED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
83 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #83--photo Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
84 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #84--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
s-r;;A CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Date: 9/21/2011 Seeo District Court - Perce COli User: DEANNA 
Time: 02:14 PM Exhibit 
7 of 27 Case: CV-2007-0001460 
John M eta!. vs. Bret B eta!. 
Sorted Exhibit Number 
Location 
Destroy 
Notification or 
Number Result Item Number Date Return Date 
85 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #85--2 Admitted to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
86 PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT #86--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
87 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBiT #87--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 911/10 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
88 PLAINTIFF'S EXHBIIT #88--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
to: Ronald J 
89 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #89--3 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
to: Ronald J 
90 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #90--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
91 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #91--3 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
92 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #92--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
93 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #93--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
94 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #94--2 Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
95 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #95--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
96 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #96--photo Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 8/31/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
97 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #97--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
98 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #98--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Date: 9/21/2011 
rime: 02:14 PM 
80f27 
District Court ~ Nez Perce Co 
Exhibit 
Case: CV-2007 -0001460 
John M McVicars, etal. vs. Bret B etaL 
Sorted by Exhibit Number 
Storage Location 
Number Description Result Item Number 
99 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #99--2 Admitted to Deanna 41 
ADMiTTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
100 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #100--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
101 PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT #101--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
102 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #102--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
103 PLA.INTIFFS EXHIBIT #103--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
104 PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT #104--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: 
105 PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT #105--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
106 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#106--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
107 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #107--2 Admitted to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
108 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #108--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
109 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #109--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
110 PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT#110--3 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
111 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #111--3 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
112 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #112--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy or 
Date Return Date 
Date:, 9/21/2011 
Time: 02:14 PM 
9 of 27 
District Court - Nez Perce Co 
Exhibit Summary 
Case: CV-2007-0001460 
John M McVicars, etal. VS, Bret B Christensen, etal. 
Sorted Exhibit Number 
Number 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
Description 
PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT #113--3 
photos ADMITTED 911/10 
PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT 
#114--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT 
#115--photo ADMITIED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT 
#116--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT 
#11 ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT 
#118--photo ADMITIED 9/1/10 
119 PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT 
#119--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
120 PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT 
#120--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
121 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#121--photo ADMlTIED 9/1/10 
122 PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT 
#122--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
123 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#123--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
124 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#124--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
125 PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT 
#125--photo ADMITIED 9/1/10 
126 PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT 
#126--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
Storage Location 
Result Item Number 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Destroy 
Notification 
Date 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy or 
Return Date 
Date: 9/21/2011 Secon "Idicial District Court - Nez Perce Coun 
Exhibit Summary Time: 02:14 PM 
Page 10 of 27 Case: C\I-2007 -0001460 
John M Mc\licars, etal. vs. Bret B Christensen, eta!. 
Number 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
Sorted by Exhibit Number 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#127--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#128--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#129--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#130--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#131 ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#132--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#133--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#1 ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#135--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #136-- 2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #137--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #138--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAI NTI FF'S EXH I BIT #139--3 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #140--2 
photos ADMITTED 911/10 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
Result 
Admitted 
Storage Location 
Property Item Number 
On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Destroy 
Notification 
Date 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy or 
Return Date 
55 
Date: 9/21 
Time: 02:1 
Pagl3 11 of 27 
Number 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
'Idicial District Court - Nez Perce 
Exhibit Summarl 
Case: CV-2007-0001460 
John M McVicars, eta!. vs. Bret B Christensen, etal. 
Sorted Exhibit Number 
Storage Location 
Description Result Item Number 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #141--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#142--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #143--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #144--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
to Landeck, Ronald J 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #145--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
to: Ronald J 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #146--2 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #147--2 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
to: Ronald J 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #148--3 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #149--3 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #150--3 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #151--3 Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #152--3 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #153--3 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #154--3 Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy 
Notification Destroy or 
Date Return Date 
Date: 9/21/201 
02: 
12 of 27 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
John M 
photos ADMITTED 9/1110 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #156--3 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #157--3 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #158--3 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #159--3 
photos ADMiTTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #160--3 
photos ADr,,1ITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #161--3 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #162--3 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #163--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #164--3 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
165 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #165--3 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
166 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #166--3 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
167 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #167--3 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
168 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #168--3 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
District Court - Nez Perce Cou 
Exhibit 
Case: CV-2007-0001460 
etal. VS. Bret B eta I. 
Sorted Exhibit Number 
Result 
Admitted 
Location 
Property Item Number 
On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Destroy 
Notification 
Date 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy or 
Return Date 
f 
9/21/2011 
Time: 02: 4 PM 
13 of 27 
Number 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
John M 
Description 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #169--3 
photos ADMITIED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #170--3 
photos ADMITIED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #171--3 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #172--3 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #173--3 
photos ADMITIED 9/1/10 
174 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #174--3 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
175 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #175--3 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
176 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #176--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
177 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #177--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
178 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #178--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
179 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #179--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
180 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #180--2 
photos ADMITIED 9/1/10 
181 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #181--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
182 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #182--2 
photos ADMITIED 9/1/10 
lal District Court - Nez: Perce 
Exhibit 
Case: CV-2007-0001460 
etal. VS. Brei B eta I. 
Sorted Exhibit Number 
Location 
Result Property Item Number 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
ASSigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
ASSigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
ASSigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Destroy 
Notification 
Date 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy or 
Return Date 
Date: 9/21/2011 
Time: 02:14 PM 
Page 14 of 27 
Secon 
John M 
Number 
183 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #183--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
184 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #184--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
185 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #185--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
186 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #186--2 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
187 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #187--2 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
188 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #188--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
189 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #189--2 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
190 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #190--2 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
191 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #191--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
192 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #192--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
193 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #193--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
194 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #194--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
195 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #195--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
196 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #196--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
icial District Court - Perce 
Exhibit 
Case: CV-2007 -0001460 
etal. VS. Brei B eta I. 
Sorted Exhibit Number 
Location 
Result Item Number 
Admitted to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy 
Notification Destroy or 
Date Return Date 
Date: 9/21/2011 
Time: 02:14 PM 
15 of 27 
Seeon icial District Court - Nez Perce 
Exhibit Summary 
Case: CV-2007-0001460 
John M McVicars, eta!. VS. Bret B etal. 
Sorted by Exhibit Number 
Number 
197 
198 
199 
Description 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #197--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #198--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#199--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
200 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#200--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
201 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#201--photo ADMITIED 9/1/10 
202 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #202--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
203 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #203--2 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
204 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #204--3 
photos ADMITTED 9/1/10 
205 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#205--photo ADMITIED 9/1/10 
206 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#206--general structural notes 
ADMITIED 8/30/10 
207 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#207 --12/3/07 letter ADMITTED 
8/30/10 
208 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#208--5/5/08 letter ADMITTED 
8/30/10 
209 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#209--Stapley Engineering project 
notes ADMITTED 8/30/10 
210 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#210--photo ADMITTED 8/30/10 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
Result 
Admitted 
Assigned to: 
Admitted 
Storage Location 
Property Item Number 
On appeal to Deanna 41 
Landeck, Ronald J 
On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
to: Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Destroy 
Notification 
Date 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy or 
Return Date 
Date: 9/21/201 Secon icial District Court - Nez Perce User: DEANNA 
Time: 14 PM Exhibit 
16 of 27 Case: CV-2007-0001460 
John M etal. VS. Bret B eta!. 
Sorted by Exhibit Number 
Storage Location 
Destroy 
Notification Destroy or 
Number Description Result Property Item Number Date Return Date 
211 PLAINTIFF'S EXHiBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#211--photo ADMITTED 8/30/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
212 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#212--photo ADMITTED 8/30/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
213 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#213--photo ADMITTED 8/30/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
214 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#214--photo ADMITTED 8/30/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
215 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
#21 ADMITTED 8/30/10 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
216 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
#216--photo ADMITTED 8/30/10 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
217 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#217 --photo ADMITTED 8/30/10 
to: Ronald j 
218 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#218--photo ADMITTED 8/30/10 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
219 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#219--photo ADMITTED 8/30/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
220 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#220--photo ADM ITTED 8/30/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
221 PLAINTIFFS EXHiBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#221--photo ADMITTED 8/30/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
222 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#222--photo ADMITTED 8/30/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
223 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#223--photo ADMITTED 8/30/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
224 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#224--photo ADMITTED 8/30/10 
CERTIFICATE Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Date: 9/21/2011 icial District Court Nez Perce User: DEANNA 
Time: 02:14 PM Exhibit 
17 of 27 Case: CV-2007 -0001460 
John M eta! VS. Bret B eta I. 
Sorted Exhibit Number 
Location 
Destroy 
Notification Destroy or 
Result Item Number Date Return Date 
225 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#225--Stapley Engineering notes 
dated 2/21/10 ADMITTED Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 8/30/10 
226 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#226--Stapley Engineering notes 
ADMITTED 8/30/10 Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
227 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
#227 --Stapley Engineering notes 
ADMITTED 8/30/10 Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
228 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
#228--August 14, 2009 letter 
ADMITTED 8/30/10 Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
229 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
230 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#230--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
231 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#231--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
232 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
#232--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
233 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#233--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
234 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#234--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
235 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#235--photo NOT ADMITTED 
ASSigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
236 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
#236--photo NOT ADMITTED 
ASSigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
237 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#237--photo NOT ADMITTED 
ASSigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
238 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#238--photo NOT ADMITTED 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHI Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Date: 9/21/2011 iai District Court - Nez Perce User: DEANNA 
Time: 02:14 PM Exhibit 
18 of 27 Case: CV-2007-0001460 
John M etal. VS. Bret B etal. 
Sorted Exhibit Number 
Location 
Destroy 
Notification Destroy or 
Number Result Item Number Date Return Date 
239 PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT Not Admitted to Deanna 41 
#239--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
240 PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#240--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
241 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
#241--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
242 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
#242--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
243 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBiT Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#243--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
244 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#244--photo NOT ADMiTIED 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
245 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#245--photo NOT ADMITTED 
to: Ronald J 
246 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#246--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
247 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#247--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
248 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#248--photo NOT 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
249 PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#249--photo NOT 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
250 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#250--photo NOT 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
251 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#251--photo NOT 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
252 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#252--photo NOT 
CERTIFICATE OF Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J ~ 
Date: 9/21/2011 
Time: 02:14 PM 
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Seeo District Court - Nez Perce County 
Exhibit Summary 
Case: CV-2007-0001460 
John M McVicars, etal. vs. Bret B Christensen, eta!. 
Sorted by Exhibit Number 
Storage Location 
Number Description Result Item Number 
253 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#253--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
254 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#254--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
255 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#255--photo NOT ADMiTTED 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
256 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#256--photo NOT 
Assigned to: Ronald J 
257 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#257 --photo NOT 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
258 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#258--Strata report dated 5/24/09 
ADMITTED 9/2110 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
259 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#259--Creighton Engineering letter 
dated 5/11/09 ADMITTED Assigned to: Ronald J 8/30/10 
260 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#260--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
261 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#261--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
262 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#262--photo ADMiTTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
263 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#263--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
264 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
#264--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
265 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#265--photo ADMITTED 9/1 Ii 0 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
266 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#266--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy 
Notification Destroy or 
Date Return Date 
S 
Date: 9/21/2011 
Time: 02:14 PM 
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icial District Court - Nez Perce Count' 
Exhibit Summary 
Number 
267 
268 
269 
John rv1 
Description 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHiBIT 
#267--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#268--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#269--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
270 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#270--photo ADMITTED 9/1/10 
271 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#271--3/28/07 NPC Sheriffs 
NOT ADMITTED 
272 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#272--10/12/07 NPC 
NOT ADMITTED 
273 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#273--10/13/07 NPC 
report NOT ADMITTED 
274 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#274--5/1/08 I ncident report 
ADMITTED 
275 
276 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#275--11/19/08 NPC Sheriffs 
report ADMITTED 8/31/10 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#276--NPC Sheriff Call Detail 
report NOT ADMITTED 
277 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#277--1/12/10 NPC Sheriffs 
report ADMITTED 8/31/10 
278 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#278--Rudd Real Estate Appraisal 
Report ADMITTED 9/1/10 
279 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#279--Lewis Summary Appraisal 
Report ADMITTED 9/1/10 
280 
(foundation) 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
#280--5/5/06 e-mail from Jack 
Case: CV-2007 -0001460 
etal. vs. Bret B Christensen, etal. 
Sorted Exhibit Number 
Result 
Admitted 
Assigned to: 
Admitted 
Assigned to: 
Admitted 
to: 
Admitted 
to: 
Not Admitted 
Assigned to: 
Not Admitted 
to: 
Not Admitted 
to: 
Not Admitted 
Assigned to: 
Admitted 
Storage Location 
Property Item Number 
On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
Landeck, Ronald J 
On appeal to Deanna 41 
Landeck, Ronald J 
On to Deanna 41 
Landeck, Ronald J 
On to Deanna 4/ 
Ronald J 
On to Deanna 41 
Ronald J 
On to Deanna 
Landeck, Ronald J 
On appeal to Deanna 41 
Ronald J 
On to Deanna 41 
Landeck, Ronald J 
On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appea! to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
LitDi£ffi1lJlilU~1PElQFWXHIB ITS Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
Destroy 
Notification 
Date 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy or 
Return Date 
Date: 9/21/2011 
Time: 02:14 PM 
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ial District Court - Nez Perce 
Exhibit 
Case: CV-2007 -0001460 
John M McVicars, etal. VS. Bret B eta!. 
Sorted by Exhibit Number 
Storage Locaticn 
Number Description Result Property Item Number 
281 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #281--Nez Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Perce County General Zoning 
Map ADMITTED 8/31/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
282 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#282--Cover-AII Memo 
ADMITTED 10/8/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
283 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#283--Cover-AII ProposallSales 
dated 11/25/05 ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 8/30110 
284 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#284--Siting Permit Application 
ADMITTED 8/31/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
285 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Instruction flyer 
0 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
286 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#286--Christensen's hay reports 
ADMITTED 10/8/10 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
287 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
#287--Conditional Use Permit 
Application ADMITTED 8/31/10 
to: Ronald J 
288 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#288--7/9/09 letter ADMITTED 
8/31/10 
to: Landeck, Ronald J 
289 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
#289--8/27/09 letter ADMITTED 
8/31/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
290 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#290--Articles of Amendment 
ADMITTED 10/8/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
291 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
#291--Affidavit of Richard Keane 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
292 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT #292--map Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
ADMITTED 9/2/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
293 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
#293--Affidavit of Stephen 
Johnson ADMITTED 9/2/10 
Assigned to: Landeck, Ronald J 
294 DEFENDANTS EXHIBIT A--siting Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
permit ADMITTED 8/31/10 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS Assigned to: Charles A 
User: DEANNA 
Notification Destroy or 
Date Return Date 
5~7 
Date: 9/21/201 
Time: 02:14 PM 
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s ieial District Court - Nez Perce Coun 
Exhibit 
Case: CV-2007-0001460 
John M McVicars, etal. vs. Bret B Christensen, etal. 
Sorted Exhibit Number 
Number Description 
295 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
B--building plans ADMITTED 
9/1 Ii 0 
296 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT C--Atlas 
Concrete delivery receipts 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
297 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT D--Atlas 
Sand & Rock receipts 
ADMITTED 9/3/10 
298 DEFENDANT'S EXHiBIT 
E--F rench drain receipts 
ADMITTED 9/3/10 
299 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
F--12/3/07 letter from Stapley 
NOT ADMITTED 
300 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
G--10/22/07 letter from Garry 
Jones ADMITTED 8/30/10 
301 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
H--1 0/16/07 letter from 
Engineering NOT 
302 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
1--7/24/09 Steele DEQ 
letter 9/1/10 
303 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
J--Invoices NOT ADMITTED 
304 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
K--Petition for Review 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
305 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
L--Conditional Use Permit 
ADMITTED 9/3/10 
306 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
M--Assessed values for homes 
2005-2010 ADMITTED 9/3/10 
307 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
charts NOT ADMITTED 
308 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
O--Allwest testing charts 
AOJ12tRTme'l,aJI!JE OF EXHIBITS 
Storage Location 
Result Property Item Number 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to Brown, Charles A 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
to: Charles A 
Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
tt..,. u. Charles A 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to Brown, Charles A 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Charles A 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
to: Brown, Charles A 
Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Charles A 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy 
Notification or 
Date Return Date 
C;~f 
)ate: 9/21/201 Sec ial District Court - Nez User: DEANNA 
rime: 02:14 PM Exhibit 
23 of 27 Case: CV-2007-0001460 
John M etal. vs. Bret B eta!. 
Sorted Exhibit Number 
Location 
Destroy 
Notification or 
Number Result Item Number Date Return Date 
309 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-1 Admitted to Deanna 4/ 
--photo ADMITTED 9/3/10 
Assigned to: Charles A 
310 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-2 Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
--photo ADMITTED 9/3/10 
Assigned to: Charles A 
311 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-3 --2 Not Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
photos NOT ADMITTED 
to: Brown, Charles A 
312 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-4 --2 Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos NOT ADMITTED 
to: Charles A 
313 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-5 --2 Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
NOT ADMITTED 
to: Charles A 
314 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-6 --2 Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos NOT ADMITTED 
to: Charles A 
315 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-7 --2 Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos NOT ADMITTED 
to: Charles A 
316 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-8 --2 Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Charles A 
317 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-9 --2 Not Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
photos NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Charles A 
318 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-10 --2 Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos NOT ADMITTED 
to: Brown, Charles A 
319 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-11 --2 Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
photos NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
320 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-12 --2 Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
photos NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
321 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-13 Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Charles A 
322 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-14 Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
CERTIFICATE Assigned to: Brown, Charles A Sb 
Date: 9/21/2011 
Time: 02: 14 PM 
240f27 
Seeo 
Number 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
John M 
Description 
DEFENDANTS EXHIBIT P-15 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
DEFENDANTS EXHIBiT P-16 
--photo NOT ADMiTTED 
DEFENDANTS EXHiBIT P-1 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
DEFENDANTS EXHIBIT P-18 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
DEFENDANTS EXHIBIT P-19 
NOT ADMITTED 
DEFENDANTS EXHIBIT P-20 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
DEFENDANTS EXHiBIT P-21 
NOT ADMITTED 
DEFENDANTS EXHIBIT P-22 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-23 
--photo NOT ADMiTTED 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-24 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-25 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-26 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
DEFENDANT'S EXHiBIT P-27 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-28 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
CERTIFICATE OF E 
cial District Court - Nez Perce Count' 
Exhibit 
Case: CV-2007 -0001460 
etal. VS. Bret B 
Sorted by Exhibit Number 
Result 
Not Admitted 
etal. 
Location 
Item Number 
to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
ASSigned to: 
Not Admitted 
ASSigned to: 
Not Admitted 
ASSigned to: 
Not Admitted 
On 
On 
On 
Charies A 
Deanna 41 
Charles A 
to Deanna 41 
to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Charles A 
Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
ASSigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
ASSigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Destroy 
Notification 
Date 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy or 
Return Date 
70 
Date: 9/21/2011 Sec dicial District Court - Nez Perce User: DEANNA 
Time: 02:14 PM Exhibit 
Page 25 of 27 Case: CV-2007-0001460 
John M MeViears, eta!. vs. Bret B eta!. 
Sorted by Exhibit Number 
Location 
Destroy 
Notification Destroy or 
Number Result Item Number Date Return Date 
337 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-29 Not Admitted to Deanna 41 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
ASSigned to: Brown, Charles A 
338 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-30 Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
ASSigned to: Charles A 
339 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-31 Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
to: Charles A 
340 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-32 Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
to: Charles A 
341 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-33 Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
to: Charles A 
342 DEFENDANT'S EXHiBIT P-34 Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
to: Charles A 
343 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-35 Admitted On to Deanna 41 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Charles A 
344 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-36 Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
ASSigned to: Charles A 
345 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-37 Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
ASSigned to: Charles A 
346 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-38 Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
ASSigned to: Brown, Charles A 
347 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-39 Not Admitted On to Deanna 41 
-photo NOT ADMITTED 
ASSigned to: Brown, Charles A 
348 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-40 Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
349 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-41 Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
350 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-42 Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
CERTIFICATE OF Assigned to: Brown, Charles A I 
Sec ial District Court - Nez Perce Coun 
02: PM Exhibit 
26 of 27 Case: CV-2007-0001460 
John M McVicars, etal. VS, Bret B eta!. 
Sorted by Exhibit Number 
Number 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-43 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P-44 
--photo NOT ADMITTED 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT Q--Nez 
Perce County Zoning Ordinance 
72z ADMITTED 9/3110 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
map NOT 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT S--aerial 
map ADMITTED 9/3/10 
356 DEFENDANT'S EXHiBIT T--page 
out of IBC ADMITTED 8/30/10 
357 DEFENDANT'S EXHiBIT U--hand 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
363 
364 
drawn ADMITTED 
9/1/10 (illustrative) 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT V--hand 
drawn diagram ADMITTED 
9/1/10 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT W--tax 
returns ADMITTED 
9/1/10 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT X--photo 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
ADMITTED 9/1/10 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
AA--photo ADMITTED 9/3/10 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
BB--stipulation and consent order 
A~RTm@I,A.~ OF EXHIBITS 
Result 
Storage Location 
Property Item Number 
Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Not Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
to Charles A 
Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
Assigned to: Brown, Charies A 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
to: Charles A 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
to: Charles A 
Admitted On to Deanna 4/ 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Admitted On appeal to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Admitted On to Deanna 41 
Assigned to: Brown, Charles A 
Destroy 
Notification 
Date 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy or 
Return Date 
S7~ 
Date: 9/21/201 
Time: 02: 1 Pf'v1 
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Exhibit 
Case: CV-2007-0001460 
John M McVicars, etal. vs. Bret B Christensen, eta!. 
Sorted by Exhibit Number 
Number 
365 
Description 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
CC--photo ADMITTED 9/2/10 
366 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
DD--photo ADMITTED 9/2/10 
367 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
ADMITTED 9/2/10 
368 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
FF--Appendix C to IBC 
ADMITTED 9/3/10 
369 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBiT 
GG--hand written calculations 
ADMITTED 9/3/10 (Illustrative) 
370 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 
HH--hand written calculations 
ADMITTED 9/3/10 (illustrative) 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
Result 
Admitted 
Assigned to: 
Admitted 
Assigned to: 
Admitted 
Assigned to: 
Admitted 
Assigned to: 
Admitted 
Assigned to: 
Admitted 
to: 
Storage Location 
Property Item Number 
On appeal to Deanna 4/ 
Brown, Charles A 
On appeal to Deanna 41 
Brown, Charles A 
On appeal to Deanna 41 
Brown, Charles A 
On appeal to Deanna 41 
Charles A 
On appeal to Deanna 41 
Brown, Charles A 
On appeal to Deanna 41 
Brown, Charles A 
User: DEANNA 
Destroy 
Notification Destroy or 
Date Return Date 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, AL"JD FOR THE COm;JTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JOHN M. MCVICARS and JULIE 
rvrcvI C1\RS , husband and '.c Wl.Le, 
PI iffs Re 
SUPREME COURT NO. 38 05 
v. CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
BRET CHRISTENSEN and EDDIEKA 
CHRISTENSEN, 
wife, and BP"R DOUBLE DOT 
HORSES, LLC, an 
Limited iabili 
De s ants. 
I, DeAnna P. Clerk of the strict Court of 
the cial District of the State of Idaho, for 
the of Nez Perce, i t the 
Clerk's in the above ,"-',-enLlL ed cause was ed and bound 
by me and cont ns true and cop es of all s, 
documents, papers des 0 inc r Rule 28, 
Idaho late Rules, the of 1, any Notice of Cross-
, and tional s that were sted. 
I further certi 
1. That all documents, x-rays, charts, and pictures offered 
or admitted as s in the above-entitled cause, if any, 
will be y lodged with the Clerk of Supreme Court with 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
ar.y er's Trans and the Clerk's Record as red 
31 of the daho late 
IN WITrJ2SS liJHEREOF I have hereunto set my and affixed 
sea of s court this of 2011. 
PATTY O. WEEKS! Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUD CIAL DISTRICT 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN A~D FOR THE COu~TY OF NEZ PERCE 
JOHN M. MCVICARS 
MCVICARS, husband 
JULIE 
wife, 
Plaintiffs Re ts, 
v. 
BRET CHRISTENSEN and EDDI 
CHRISTENSEN, 
wife, and BAR DOUBLE 
HORSES, LLC, an 
1 abi i company 
De s 11 s. 
I, DeAnna P. Grimm, 
SUPREME COURT NO. 38705 
CERTI ICATE OF SERVICE 
Clerk of the District Court of 
the Judicia District of the S ate of Idaho, in and for 
the of Nez Perce, do certi that es of the 
Clerk's Record and er's Trans were aced in the 
t States mail and addressed to Ronald T Landeck, P 0 Box u. 
9344, Moscow, ID 83843 hand del to 
Valley Messenger Service s ~~ 
1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have set ffixed 
the seal of the d Court s 
PATTY O. WEEKS 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AJ~D FOR THE COu1~TY OF NEZ PERCE 
JOHN M. MCVICARS and JULIE 
MCVICARS, and wife, 
PI Re sr 
SUPREME COURT NO. 38705 
v. REVISED CLERKrS CERTIFICATE 
BRET CHRISTENSEN and EDDIEKA 
CHRISTENSEN r and 
wife r and BAR DOUBLE DOT 
HORSES! LLC r an Idaho 
lity company 
Defendants llants. 
I! DeAnna P Grimm, 
S cial st ct 
of Nez Perce! do 
Clerk of the Dist ct Court of 
of State of Idaho, in and 
certi that the ng 
Revised Clerk1s Re the entitled cause was compiled 
and me and conta true and correct es of a ' 1 ~J.. 
s, and papers des to under 
Rule 28, I llate Rules r the Notice of , any Notice 
Cross tional documents that were request 
That on 5, 2011 Court entered an Order on 
Defendants' llants' ection to Clerk's Record and st 
to Add tOr Delete and correct same. The said 
Clerk's Record was served on the attorneys on September 29, 2011i 
but was never mailed to Idaho Court. The nal 
REVISED CLERKrS CERTIFICATE 
record ore been and redone. This record shall 
constitute full and ece record and is des ed as 
erk's Record and sho' d be in ace of 
Clerk's Record. The original Clerk's d 
discarded by att 
certify I 
1. all documents, x-rays, s, pictures of 
or adr:litted as ts the entitled cause, if any, 
wil be duly lodged wi Clerk of the Court with 
any er's Trans and the Clerk's Record as red 
by Rule 31 of the Idaho late 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and affixed 
seal of said court this J of 2012. 
PATTY O. WEEKS, Cl 
REVISED CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN A~D FOR THE COu~TY OF NEZ PERCE 
JOHN M. MCVICARS and JULIE 
MCVICARS, husband wife, 
PI ffs-Re s, 
v. 
BRET EDDIEKA 
CHRISTENSEN, and 
wi BAR DOUBLE DOT 
De 
an Idaho 
lity company 
s llants. 
I, DeAnna P. Grimm f 
SUPREME COURT NO. 38705 
REVISED CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Clerk of the Dist c Court of 
the Second cial District of the State of Idaho f in for 
the County of Nez Perce, do certi es of the 
Revi Clerk's Record and IS Trans were aced in 
the United States mail and addressed to Ronald J. Landeck, P 0 
Box 9344, Moscow, ID 83843 and hand del to es A. 
Brown, by Val Messenger Service this of 2012. 
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REVISED CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have set my 1 ' nana and aff 
the seal of s Court s of 2012. 
PATTY o. v\IEEKS 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
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